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2005



2004



∆ in %



million €



833.0



715.6



16.4 %



- before taxes on income



million €



92.2



49.9



84.8 %



- after taxes on income



million €



60.7



35.2



72.4 %



- after minority interests



million €



49.7



32.4



53.4 %



CASHFLOW according to DVFA/SG



million €



146.4



113.3



29.2 %



INVESTMENTS



million €



117.4



117.9



- 0.4 %



TOTAL ASSETS



million €



913.1



802.8



13.7 %



31.12.



3,869



3,334



16.0 %



EQUITY RATIO



%



20.7



11.4



81.6 %



ROCE



%



17.2



12.0



43.3 %



HHLA GROUP KEY FIGURES REVENUES HHLA GROUP NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR



NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
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DIVISIONS AT A GLANCE



CONTAINER HANDLING OF THE HIGHEST LEVEL With its high-performance container terminals, HHLA ensures the Port of Hamburg’s pre-eminent importance as a logistics hub for general cargoes. In 2005 the three HHLA container terminals - Altenwerder, Burchardkai and Tollerort – handled more than 5 million standard containers (TEU) for the first time. HHLA reacted to its customers’ dynamic growth with technical innovations and the largest growth programme in its history. In the next few years, HHLA’s container terminals will gradually be doubling their total capacity from today’s five million to well over ten million TEU – at a cost of more than €800 million. Comprehensive box-related services and ship clearance round off HHLA’s range of services.



NETWORK FOR THE EUROPEAN HINTERLAND HHLA offers a complete trimodal range of transport solutions for the Port of Hamburg’s hinterland. While CTD Container-TransportDienst serves the local area of the Hamburg metropolitan region by road, HHLA’s Transfracht, Metrans and Polzug rail affiliates provide a comprehensive network of medium-distance and long-distance services to destinations in central and eastern Europe – from Zurich to Azerbaijan. HHLA subsidiary combisped’s shuttle trains, special trucks and feeder vessels link the Baltic region via its Container Terminal Lübeck (CTL) rapidly and directly with the container terminals in Hamburg. HHLA’s transport companies attach special importance to providing an all-round service extending from customs clearance to door-to-door service.



DIVISIONS AT A GLANCE



INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR SUCCESS Consultancy, special transhipment, storage logistics and forwarding: the Logistics Division covers a vast spectrum of special services that do much to ensure Hamburg’s immense versatility as a truly universal port. Unikai L&S GmbH, for instance, is the centre of expertise for vehicle logistics. Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH is German market leader in fruit handling, as Ulrich Stein GmbH is for fruit forwarding. With Hansaport, HHLA has a stake in Germany’s largest ore and coal port. Since its inception in 2003, HHLA Rhenus Logistics GmbH has been among the fastest growing companies in the Port of Hamburg. HHLA’s extensive know-how on port operation and transport chains is the speciality of HPC Hamburg Port Consulting GmbH with its worldwide operations.



SUPERB SITES FOR LOGISTICS AND OFFICES Ever since being set up 120 years ago, HHLA has developed, created and managed property of a special character. One of the Port of Hamburg’s main quality features is the close proximity of logistics to handling facilities. With its comprehensive range of logistics facilities, office premises and business sites, HHLA plays an active part in extending this strength. In a superb location between the city centre and HafenCity, historic Speicherstadt (Warehouse City) is one of Hamburg’s hallmarks. HHLA is effecting a structural transition from traditional storage to modern mixed use here, with offices and cultural institutions set in a special ambience. In addition, HHLA is represented along the northern bank of the Elbe by attractive office, commercial and trading properties.
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MEMBERS OF HHLA BOARDS



EXECUTIVE BOARD



Klaus-Dieter Peters Chairman of the Executive Board - Corporate Development, Logistics Division Dr. Stefan Behn Member of the Executive Board – Container division, Intermodal Operations Gerd Drossel Member of the Executive Board – Intermodal division, Container Sales Rolf Fritsch Member of the Executive Board – Human Resources and Social Affairs Dr. Roland Lappin Member of the Executive Board – Finance, Real Estate Division



MEMBERS OF HHLA BOARDS



SUPERVISORY BOARD



Dr. Peter von Foerster Chairman, Lawyer Fred Timm Deputy Chairman, Chairman of the HHLA Works Council Harald Erven Deputy Chairman of the HHLA Works Council Jörn Ingelmann Executive Public Works Director, Hamburg Ministry for Urban Development and Environment (until May 30th 2005) Rolf Kirchfeld Graduate in Business Administration (since May 30th 2005) Dr. Rainer Klemmt-Nissen Senate Director, Hamburg Ministry for Finance Dr. Johannes Ludewig Executive Director, Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Companies (CER) Manfred Reuter Senate Director, Hamburg Ministry for Economic and Labour Affairs (until April 5th 2005) Gunther Bonz State Secretary, Hamburg Ministry for Economic and Labour Affairs (since May 30th 2005) Wolfgang Rose Hamburg Area Chief Officer, ver.di trade union Uwe Schröder Chief Officer, Seaports Department, ver.di trade union, Hamburg Walter Stork Chairman, Executive Board, NAVIS Schiffahrts- und Speditions-Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg Manfred Wilkens Member of the HHLA Works Council Wolfgang Weskamp Member of HHLA staff
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The HHLA Executive Board (from l. to r.): Rolf Fritsch, Dr. Roland Lappin, Klaus-Dieter Peters, Dr. Stefan Behn, Gerd Drossel



FOREWORD



FOREWORD



In 2005 HHLA Group achieved the best result in the company’s history in boosting earnings by 72% to €60.7 million and sales revenues by over 16% to €8.3 million. We therefore succeeded in actively harnessing the sustained momentum of international goods exchange and in once more outstripping general market growth. Whereas worldwide container handling last year grew by 11.2%, HHLA container terminals reported 14.8% growth, exceeding the five-million mark for the first time with throughput of 5.3 million standard containers (TEU). All four divisions in HHLA’s holding company successfully contributed to this positive overall result that exceeded even our already ambitious budget figures. The strategic and structural reorientation of our group started in 2003 thus bore visible fruit. HHLA holding company changed its name on October 1st 2005. “Hamburger Hafenund Lagerhaus-Aktiengesellschaft” became “Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft”, making it clear that while remaining loyal to its traditions, HHLA was changing. Throughout its history, the company has only attained success by constantly remaining open to innovations - often enough itself conceiving and launching these. The term “Logistik” also reflects our claim to offer our customers solutions to their problems that are at once intelligent and precisely suited to meeting their specific requirements. REPOSITIONING COMPLETED



“Logistics” is the bracket that today embraces all our divisions. The German Statistics Office may not yet have officially adopted the term, yet the logistics sector has long been identified by political economists as one of the most dynamic fields of growth worldwide. Employing 2.5 million people and with annual sales revenues in excess of €1.7 billion in Germany, the sector actually accounts for around 8% of GDP, taking joint third place along with engineering below vehicle manufacturing and the health industry.
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In refurbishing its corporate structure, Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG has now completed its reorientation for the time being. We have fundamentally modernized group structure, slimming down our portfolio and focussing on our core activities. With the completion of this process, we now offer a Hamburg-based range of services along the transport chain, right from the overseas seaport terminal to the customer inland, positioning our Container, Intermodal, Logistics and Real Estate divisions in the most rapidly growing, and moreover highly promising, core areas of the logistics sector in Europe. TACKLING THE CHALLENGE



In recent years sustained globalization has led to double-digit annual growth in container traffic that has exceeded forecasts. Meanwhile, the sector and the forecasting institutes are agreed on the strong probability that in the next few years we can still reckon with growth rates of up to ten percent. Simply for the North Range of ports in Europe extending from Hamburg to Antwerp, this currently involves an annual hike in throughput of 3 million TEU, tending still higher. Such momentum entails a tremendous challenge – yet at the same time, a great opportunity. Even in the last few years, HHLA has succeeded in growing in parallel with its customers’ requirements thanks to far-sighted investments in terminal capacity, handling efficiency, high-performance inland systems and also by offering comprehensive logistics services and logistics real estate. This has enabled Hamburg to exploit the advantages of its geographical location between the Baltic region and growth markets overseas so successfully. I should like to underline this with an example. Between 2003 and 2005, container handling on the Hamburg-Antwerp Range grew by 26%, doing so worldwide by 27% - and at our terminals by no less than 34%. A crucial contribution to this above-



FOREWORD



average success was made by our intermodal systems that between 2003 and 2005 succeeded in boosting volume transported by over 30%, making a decisive contribution to enabling the Port of Hamburg to strengthen its competitive edge as a fast and efficient port. REALIZING GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES



It is not just on container throughput and volume transported that our group is currently ahead of general market growth. Our strategy of vertical integration along the transport chain has produced a mutual strengthening of growth effects and numerous mutually advantageous win-win situations for our activities in container handling, container transport, goods logistics and logistics real estate in the Port of Hamburg. The benefit for our customers is for us the central consideration in all these activities. The commercial success of this strategy is reflected in the sustained improvement in our sales revenues and earnings. This is at the same time equipping us to lay the foundations for future growth with our company’s largest-ever investment programme. Almost entirely financed from our own cashflow, over the next few years we shall be investing in doubling our handling capacities, further expanding our intermodal systems and logistics services, and developing our logistics real estate. To enable us to grasp all the opportunities for continuing to develop the company in future, along with our shareholder - the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg - we are currently setting the scene for further broadening our capital base. One absolutely essential prerequisite for the continuing success of our growth strategy is swift implementation of infrastructure projects affecting the Port of Hamburg. As examples, I would like to mention the deepening of the River Elbe navigation channel as well as the urgently required improvement of road and rail infrastructure
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in the wider port area. Only if infrastructure for inbound and outbound traffic is expanded to meet demand in good time can Hamburg as a logistics hub exploit its opportunities for growth. ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY



With our vertical business model and our investments we are going for a sustained increase in the value of our activities. We are thus contributing importantly to development of the national economy, transport facilities and ecological protection. Economy: We are ensuring realization of the high potentials for added value at our base while minimizing the negative external impacts of goods traffic. Heavy tax revenues for the public purse, a positive impact on jobs and HHLA’s growing investment activity are the outward signs of our strategy’s sustained impact on growth. Transport: For traffic with central and eastern Europe alone, the run along the River Elbe by overseas ships between the estuary and Hamburg, with its excellent network of hinterland connections, saves between 300 and 500 kilometres of land route by comparison with the ports on the Rhine estuary, sparing Germany as a transit country persistent traffic gridlock on its motorways. Ecology: With its location deep inland and its high proportion of environmentally friendly modes of transport, such as the Baltic link by feedership or the high (70%) share of long-haul traffic carried by rail, Hamburg does a considerable amount to protect the climate. By expanding terminals on land already used for container handling, furthermore, we are setting yardsticks for a growth course that saves natural resources.
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LINED UP FOR THE FUTURE



The basis for the successful course pursued by Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG is the outstanding commitment and all-round know-how of our staff. They have mastered the challenges of the past year with above-average dedication, tremendous willingness to innovate and immense flexibility. The executive board owes them a special vote of thanks. A modern human resources policy with pre-emptive health protection, something for which we once again received awards in 2005, far-sighted wage agreements – such as the introduction of working lifetime accounts – and our commitment to vocational and in-service training are accordingly fundamentals of our corporate strategy. Our sponsoring activities too focus on people and knowledge. Among the bodies that we support along with other partners is the Hamburg School of Logistics, a public-private partnership with Technical University Hamburg-Harburg. Its range of vocational and further training courses prepares students for posts in top management in the logistics sector, reinforcing Hamburg as a location. With our clear strategic aims, our ambitious investment programme and our highly motivated staff, we see ourselves as being superbly equipped for the future. The sustained momentum of the world economy holds promise of further growth opportunities that we shall continue to exploit.



Klaus-Dieter Peters Chairman of the Executive Board, Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft
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REPORT BY THE SUPERVISORY BOARD



In 2005 the Supervisory Board closely followed the situation and development of HHLA Group. It performed the duties as laid down in law and in the company’s articles of association, constantly monitoring and advising the Executive Board. The Supervisory Board was involved in all decisions of fundamental importance for HHLA’s development. MAIN SUBJECTS OF CONSULTATION IN THE SUPERVISORY BOARD



In four meetings the Executive Board provided regular comprehensive reporting on intended corporate policy, profitability, the progress of business and the situation of both HHLA Group and the HHLA holding company, as well as on matters of fundamental financial, human resources or other importance. In preparation for the meetings, the Executive Board briefed all members of the Supervisory Board in good time with written information on all foreseeable developments with potential repercussions on earnings, assets, finances and the risk situation. After rationalization of the portfolio was completed in 2004, consultations and discussions concentrated on Executive Board activities designed to further boost profitability and on matters of strategic positioning. In addition, the Supervisory Board briefed itself extensively on the stage reached on the various infrastructural measures essential for HHLA Group’s planned growth. The Supervisory Board entirely agrees with the Executive Board that rapid deepening of the Elbe navigation channel and the swift expansion of rail and road infrastructure, are of crucial importance for realizing the Port of Hamburg’s growth potential. In addition, the Supervisory Board devoted much attention to the EU directive on access to port services (“Port Package II”) as well as special topics relating to strategy. WORK OF COMMITTEES



Prior to Supervisory Board meetings, the Finance Committee met so as to report on earnings, thoroughly checking quarterly reporting by HHLA Group and the HHLA holding company, in particular. At these meetings the Executive Board explained



REPORT BY THE SUPERVISORY BOARD



the main deviations in the course of business from budget and/or the previous year’s figures. Medium-term planning was extended to reach a five-year planning horizon, being explained at length. The main steps planned were checked for plausibility. The Finance Committee closely reviewed the annual financial statements, the management report, consolidated financial statements, the group management report and the Executive Board‘s proposal for distribution of 2005 profits. Representatives of KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, the external auditors appointed by the Annual General Meeting, attended the annual accounts meeting and provided detailed information on the results of their audit. ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 2005



The annual financial statement, management report, consolidated financial statement and the group management report were audited by KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, and were endorsed without qualification. The Supervisory Board noted the result of the audit and concurred with the auditors in raising no objections. The annual financial statement and the consolidated statement are therefore complete. MEMBERSHIP OF SUPERVISORY BOARD AND EXECUTIVE BOARD



Manfred Reuter and Jörn Ingelmann left the Supervisory Board and State Secretary Gunther Bonz and Rolf Kirchfeld have been elected to the Supervisory Board for the remainder of its term of office. On behalf of the entire Supervisory Board, I wish to thank Mr. Reuter and Mr. Ingelmann for their steadfast and successful cooperation. No changes occurred in the membership of the Executive Board during the year under review. APPRECIATION FOR WORK DONE



2005 brought a continuation of the excellent cooperation between the Supervisory and Executive Boards. We were able on an ongoing basis to convince ourselves of the prudence, legality and good order of management by the Executive Board. The Supervisory Board thanks all members of the staff, as well as the Executive Board, for their dedicated service that has contributed so much to enabling HHLA Group and HHLA holding company to look back on a highly successful 2005.



Dr. Peter von Foerster Chairman



Hamburg, June 2006
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AT THE INTERFACE OF WORLD TRADE



Jan Freerks, container gantry crane driver at HHLA’s Container Terminal Burchardkai, brings a sensitive touch and maximum concentration to ensuring the smooth flow of goods streams in the Port of Hamburg: With his state-of-the-art container gantry crane he shifts an average of more than 25 boxes per hour between ship and quayside at Burchardkai’s Berth 1.



HHLA GROUP



SUSTAINED BOOST IN PERFORMANCE ABOVE-AVERAGE PERFORMANCE ON EARNINGS AND SUSTAINED ADVANCES IN MARKET SHARES – WITH ITS STRATEGY OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION ALONG THE TRANSPORT CHAIN HHLA GROUP IS OPTIMALLY POSITIONED IN THE CORE AREAS OF THE BOOMING LOGISTICS SECTOR.



ABOVE-AVERAGE IMPROVEMENTS IN EARNINGS



In 2005 HHLA Group achieved excellent results, with an annual surplus of €60.7 million. Once again, HHLA succeeded in transmuting the favourable environment of thriving business in the sector plus sustained momentum of seaborne intercontinental trade into above-average growth in our activities. Group sales revenues were over 16% up at €833 million; so HHLA Group maintained the positive trend



HHLA FINANCIAL FIGURES (€ MILLION)



2005



2004



2003



2005/2004 (∆ in %)



Sales revenues



833.0



715.6



637.5



16.4 %



92.2



49.9



58.9



84.8 %



60.7



35.2



- 12,1



72.4 %



17.2 %



12.0 %



5.8 %



43.3 %



Net income for the year before taxes on income Net income for the year after taxes on income ROCE* *Return on Capital Employed (ROCE)
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of recent years. Combined with further distinct progress on profitability, such growth produced a fresh leap in group profitability. This was again reflected in 2005 by Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) that at 17.2% (2004: 12.0%) was above average for the logistics sector. Last year HHLA Group again exploited this strength in earnings to maintain its growth course by investing €117.0 in the business (as in the previous year). This amount was financed completely out of cash flow of €146 million (2004: €113 million). POSITIONED IN LOGISTICS GROWTH MARKETS



Renaming: “Hamburger Hafen- und Lagerhaus-AG” becomes “Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG”



The logistics sector is today one of the most dynamic areas of economic activity worldwide. In Germany as a transit country, it is playing an ever greater role in powering growth and providing services for the German export industry. In the period 2001-2004 average annual growth for the entire German logistics market at 2.1% outpaced German economic growth at 0.9%. Yet 2.1% is an average figure covering very variegated parts of the market. A survey by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft on “The logistics services sector in Germany” indicated that whereas growth for transport and storage services was no better than below average, “the winners on growth are worldwide seaborne container services, international land and air transport logistics systems and contract logistics.” HHLA is positioned in precisely those logistics segments that are reporting the highest growth rates: Cargo handling, transport, and logistics services for international transport chains. HHLA’s focus on Hamburg as a logistics hub is also advantageous. “As a dynamic base for logistics activities in Germany,” concludes SCI Verkehr GmbH’s logistics barometer, Hamburg is profiting in a very special way from the shift in Europe’s centre of gravity to central and eastern Europe resulting from the EU’s eastwards expansion. The Port of Hamburg, for instance, is now market leader, not just for the East Asia trades, but also for those with central and eastern Europe and the entire Baltic region.



HHLA GROUP



CONSOLIDATED SEGMENT SALES REVENUES FOR HHLA GROUP (€ MILLION )



2005



2004



∆ in %



Group



833.0



715.6



16.4 %



Container Division*



473.2



388.1



21.9 %



Intermodal Division



229.0



209



9.6 %



Logistics Division



96.6



87.4



10.5 %



Real Estate Division



28.8



26.9



7.1 %



*Includes HPC Ukraina for the first time



HHLA Group’s strategic vertical deployment along the transport chain offers a complete network between overseas ports and customers in their European hinterland: The Container Division is the leading provider of intermodal services in the Port of Hamburg. The Intermodal Division covers the Port of Hamburg’s entire continental hinterland in central and eastern Europe, ensuring an optimal multimodal interface between different modes of transport. Its rail-operating companies are the market leaders in their respective sub-markets. The Logistics Division offers not only an internationally represented consultancy but cargo handling, goods and contract logistics focused on the Port of Hamburg – mostly with market leadership in their sub-markets. The Real Estate Division is market leader in the Port of Hamburg for logistics premises, office buildings and logistics plots. Taken together, these four divisions ensure the quality and efficiency as well as the growth prospects of Hamburg as a logistics hub. All-round know-how facilitates a needs-orientated intermeshing of activities in the various business sectors into innovative and holistic ranges of logistics services.



3.5 % 0.6 % 11.6 %



PROPORTIONS OF SALES REVENUE OF HHLA GROUP DIVISIONS IN % (2005)



Container



27.5 %



Intermodal Logistics Real Estate Holding company



56.8 %
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GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FIRMLY GRASPED



One decisive factor in HHLA Group’s successful development is active and far-sighted implementation of growth opportunities, this through strategic deployment, on the one hand, and a forward-looking investment and expansion policy geared to customers’ future requirements, on the other. One important indicator of the success of this strategy is the development of HHLA Group’s market shares in container handling. Container throughput represents the momentum of intercontinental goods flows, from which all four HHLA divisions profit. Whereas volume for the ports in the North Range rose by at least one quarter in parallel with the world increase, for HHLA container terminals it grew by more than one third.



CONTAINER THROUGHPUT (MILLION TEU)



2005



2004



2003



2005/2003 (∆ in %)



World



400



359.7



314.9



27.0 %



North Range*



26.0 %



27.6



24.8



21.9



Hamburg



8.1



7



6.1



32.8 %



HHLA**



5.3



4.6



3.9



35.9 %



*North Range = Hamburg, the Bremen ports, Rotterdam and Antwerp **excl. HPC Ukraina (0.27 million TEU). Sources: Hafen Hamburg Marketing e. V. (2006) and Drewry (2006)



These disproportionate growth rates led to gains in market share. In the last two years, for instance, HHLA Group has been able to boost its position within the North Range to the present 19.2%. In 2005 one in five of all containers passing through in northern European mainland ports was handled at HHLA container terminals. In recent years, HHLA Group has achieved a sustained expansion of market position for the majority of its operating companies. EQUIPPED FOR FURTHER GROWTH



Forecasts by economic researchers and specialist sea transport institutes agree that the present momentum of globalization with its combination of fast world economic growth and even higher growth rates for world trade and intercontinental container traffic will persist in the next few years. The fast pace of growth presents ever greater challenges to players along the worldwide transport chain. Ports in



HHLA GROUP



the North Range, for instance, are currently experiencing an annual surge in container traffic of more than 3 million TEU.



Container handling at HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort



While the transport capacity of the world container fleet can keep pace with demand thanks to extensive newbuilding programmes by shipowners, seaports as well as parts of their pre-carriage and post-carriage infrastructure have emerged as factors imposing bottlenecks on further growth. According to estimates by Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd., over the next few years handling capacity of north European ports will grow by only an annual 5% as compared to an expected annual growth rate of up to 10% on container traffic. For the Port of Hamburg, a study by the Institute for Sea Trade and Logistics (Institut für Seewirtschaft und Logistik) and of the Global Insight market research institute reckons with an annual increase in container volume of 9.4% during the period 2005 to 2015, which would mean throughput for the year 2015 of 18 million standard containers (TEU). Until now the Port of Hamburg has successfully tackled this challenge. Thanks to the investments of recent years, it has remained a fast port with plenty of potential. To ensure that this remains so in future, HHLA Group is now and in the next few years investing more than one billion euros in expanding its four divisions. No less than €800 million of this will flow into doubling capacity at its three container terminals in the Port of Hamburg, with potential throughput gradually being boosted to over 10 million TEU by the start of the next decade. Nevertheless, it is essential that these investments should be flanked by a rapid implementation of the necessary infrastructure projects. Along with the deepening of the Elbe navigation channel for growing container traffic and for ever-larger ship sizes, these also include the expansion of road infrastructure in the wider area of the port as well as expansion and modernization of the Hamburg port railway. Only if infrastructure is adapted in good time to provide efficient access and dispersal of container flows, as demand necessitates, will HHLA be able to fully and actively exploit its growth opportunities.
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HAMBURGER HAFEN UND LOGISTIK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT



CENTRAL DEPARTMENTS CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS FINANCE CORPORATE CONTROLLING HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROCUREMENT/MATERIALS MANAGEMENT



CONTAINER



INTERMODAL



HHLA Container Terminals GmbH 100%



HHLA Intermodal GmbH 100%



CTB GmbH 100%



METRANS a.s. (50.1 %)



HHLA



SCB GmbH (100%)



METRANS (Deutschland) GmbH (50.1%)



CTA GmbH (74.9%)



METRANS (Danube) a.s. (50.1%)



SCA GmbH (74.9%)



KTH GmbH (37.5%)



CTA Besitz-GmbH (74.9%)



METRANS (Danubia) Kft. (50.1%)



METRANS (Moravia) a.s. (50.1%)



CTT GmbH (100%)



POLZUG Intermodal GmbH (33.3%)



CTT Besitz GmbH (100%)



POLZUG Intermodal Polska sp.zo.o. (33.3%)



HCCR GmbH (100%)



Transfracht Internationale GmbH & Co. KG (50%)



LZU GmbH (65%)



Transfracht Verwaltungs-GmbH (50%)



UNIKAI Hafenbetrieb GmbH (100%)



CTD GmbH (100%)



CuxPort GmbH (25.1%)



combisped GmbH (100%)



Cuxcargo Hafenbetrieb GmbH & Co. KG 50%



CTL Container Terminal Lübeck GmbH (100%)



Cuxcargo Hafenbetrieb Verwaltungs-GmbH 50%



DHU GmbH 23.1 % (17.3%)



HPC Ukraina Ltd. (100%)



LIST OF SHAREHOLDINGS (AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2005)



STAFF UNITS LEGAL AND INSURANCE INTERNAL AUDITING WORK SAFETY



LOGISTIK



IMMOBILIEN



Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH 51%



GHL 1 GmbH 100%



Ulrich Stein GmbH 51%



GHL 2 GmbH 100%



UNIKAI L&S GmbH 100%



GHL Block D GmbH 100%



ARS-UNIKAI GmbH (50%)



GHL Bei St. Annen GmbH 100%



Hansaport GmbH 49%



GHL Block T GmbH 100%



HHLA Rhenus Logistics GmbH 51%



FMH GmbH 100%



HHLA Rhenus Logistics Altenwerder GmbH & Co. KG 49%



HPC GmbH 100%



Uniconsult GmbH (100%)



HPTI GmbH (100%)



PERCENTAGE OF SHARES HELD



OTHER COMPANIES NOT ASSIGNED TO A SPECIFIC DIVISION



All figures represent the calculated share held by HHLA (AG). Figures



HHLA-Personal-Service GmbH 100%



in parentheses = indirect shareholding, figures without parentheses =



PHH Personaldienstleistung Hafen Hamburg GmbH 10.6%



direct shareholding.



HHLA Rhenus Logistics Altenwerder Verwaltungsgesell. mbH 49.1 % „CAP SAN DIEGO“ Betriebsgesellschaft mbH 33.3% Egon Wenk Umschlag- und Logisticgesell. mbH (100%) HHLA Intermodal Verwaltung GmbH 100%
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THE LARGEST PROJECT IN THE PORT OF HAMBURG



Martina Kühn, project team member for the expansion of HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai, has her sights set on the future. Hamburg’s oldest, and today its largest, container facility will be modernized for €600 million and its capacity doubled to 5.2 million standard containers, while operations continue in full swing.



HHLA CONTAINER DIVISION



LEAP IN GROWTH SUCCESSFULLY MASTERED THROUGHPUT RECORDS, SUCCESS WITH INNOVATIVE CONTAINER HANDLING TECHNOLOGY, FURTHER EXPANSION OF CAPACITY – HHLA CONTAINER DIVISION CAN LOOK BACK ON AN EXCEEDINGLY SUCCESSFUL YEAR 2005.



MORE THAN 5 MILLION CONTAINERS FOR THE FIRST TIME



With container throughput growth of 14.8% to 5.27 million standard containers (TEU) HHLA Container Division’s Hamburg container terminals have surpassed the five million mark. In 2005 they even outperformed New York/New Jersey, the largest port on the American east coast. Also in comparison to the northern range of port competitors, whose growth rate was at 11.3 percent in 2005, HHLA stepped up the pace, increasing its market share from 18.5 to 19.2 percent. Consolidated for the first time in the HHLA Group result is the terminal, ‘Sea Commercial Port of Odessa’, which increased its container throughput in 2005 by more than a third to 270,000 standard containers. HPC Ukraina, a 100% subsidiary of HPC Hamburg Port Consulting GmbH, took over operations at the sea container terminal in Odessa as from January 1st 2005. Already in 2001, HPC Ukraina held responsibility for the management of the most important container terminal in the Ukraine (besides the facility in Odessa’s neighbouring port Ilyichevsk). In 2005 this handled some 45 percent of the Ukraine’s sea-bound container throughput.
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CONTAINER THROUGHPUT AND TURNOVER GROWTH HHLA CONTAINER 2003–2005



HHLA Container Turnover



€ Million



2005



2004



2003



2005/2004 (∆ in %)



2005/2003 (∆ in %)



473**



388



325



21.9 %



45.5 %



Throughput CTB



million TEU



2.57



2.56



2.34



0.4 %



9.8 %



Throughput CTA



million TEU



1.78



1.27



0.87



40.2 %



104.6 %



Throughput CTT



million TEU



0.87



0.72



0.66



20.3 %



31.8 %



Throughput Odessa



million TEU



0.27



-



-



-



-



Throughput Misc.*



million TEU



0.11



0.09



0.08



22.2 %



37.5 %



Total throughput



million TEU



5.6**



4.6



3.9



21.7 %



43.6 %



*Misc = Container Terminal Lübeck (CTL), Unikai Container Terminal (UCT), Unikai Lagerei- und Speditionsgesellschaft, Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum. **incl. Odessa



For box-related services of all kinds, too, HHLA was once again successful last year. HCCR container maintenance and repair service, LZU trimodal empty container terminal and KTH container rail terminal in Altenwerder either asserted their market positions, or exceeded expectations. Overall, HHLA Container Division consolidated its leading role in the Group with an increase in turnover of 22 percent to €473 million (representing 57% of HHLA’s complete turnover). With this leap in growth the Container Division also profited from the Port of Hamburg’s good market situation, which in the past year further consolidated its position as the largest European port for the Far East and the Baltic Region. Just how much the dynamism of these two growth regions shaped container handling in Hamburg, was to be seen again in 2005: 2.2 million sea-bound standard containers were handled in the trade between Hamburg and the countries of the Baltic Region. This represented an increase of 19.7 percent over the previous year, with the Russian Federation (50.2% plus) and Poland (34.1% plus) showing the greatest increase in growth. Container throughput with the Far East (East Asia, South Asia and Indian Sub-Continent sea trades) 4.3 million standard containers were handled. This includes the China trade showing a 29% increase and exceeding the 2 million TEU mark for the first time.
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PORT OF HAMBURG SELECTED TRADING PARTNERS (IN TTEU)



2005



2004



∆ in %



China*



2,232



1,730



29.0 %



592



540



9.7 %



Singapore Finland



524



507



3.4 %



Russian Federation



422



281



50.2 %



Sweden



381



335



13.6 %



Poland



338



169



34.1 % - 1.2 %



Japan



306



310



USA



260



260



0.0 %



Korea



215



185



16.4 %



Brazil



210



161



30.5 %



*incl. Hong Kong; source: Hafen Hamburg Marketing e. V. (2006)



ORIENTATED TO CUSTOMER WISHES AND GROWTH



Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) in action at HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder



The pre-condition for creating growth opportunities from the current container boom was and is that HHLA Group sets its strategy and investment course. Back in the early 1990s, HHLA anticipated future container traffic developments with the conceptual design for a largely automated high-tech terminal in Hamburg-Altenwerder. The design task was ‘high handling efficiency on a compact area’. This was implemented in practice with the commissioning of HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA) in the summer of the year 2002. The intelligent terminal layout interlinks innovative modules of modern handling technology into a unique integrated conceptual design with: Heavy-duty partly automated container gantry cranes at the waterside for discharging and loading even the largest of container vessels, Fully-automated system for horizontal transport between the ship and the mainly automated block storage, where the containers can be stacked higher and more compactly, Short, direct links to trucks, rail-sidings and feedership, Integrated IT terminal controlling.
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In the meantime, the conceptual design has proven its worth outstandingly, far outstripping original expectations regarding area productivity. This technological advantage is one of the basic requirements for making available additional modern capacities to deal with the surge in growing demand for container handling. The Ten Million TEU Programme, doubling handling capacity at the HHLA container terminals from 5.2 million TEU (2004) to over 10 million TEU (by 2012), will be achieved step-by-step at the existing terminals. Straddle carrier on the move at HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai



At least as important is the performance of the complete port system, especially the efficient wide-spread, close-meshed transport connection with the hinterland, which are decisive for the shipping lines’ choice of port. The tight, successful interlocking of terminal operations with HHLA’s intermodal operations has sustainably strengthened the market position of its container terminals in the past year. In addition, the container repair, empty container management, packing service and heavy-load logistics companies provide comprehensive box-related services.
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Burchardkai in 1928 with the first quay walls (left), 2005 with a throughput capacity of 2.57 million TEU (middle), 2012 with a capacity for 5.2 million TEU (right)



TECHNOLOGICAL CUTTING EDGE PROVES ITS WORTH



Last year as expected, the greatest increase in growth was once again achieved by HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA). With a leap of over 40 percent to almost 1.8 million standard containers (TEU) handled, CTA already roughly achieved its original planned final capacity of 1.9 million. In practice, the CTA system has far exceeded the originally planned expectations: After completion of the third building phase, it will be up to 3 million TEU. Additionally, CTA was able to further extend its leading position in handling efficiency through continuous optimization of its terminal controlling. HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai (CTB), Hamburg’s original and largest container transhipment facility was able to show a slight increase in handling volume of 0.4 percent to 2.57 million standard containers, despite the start of modernization and expansion work. In the coming years CTB, where the first container was handled as early as 1967, will be fundamentally modernized and expanded. On today’s area of 160 hectares, capacity will be doubled step-by-step from the current 2.6 million TEU to 5.2 million TEU. This will mean achieving a quantum leap at Burchardkai in surface efficiency and handling productivity. The core element is establishing an automated block storage system on the CTA model. Further modules are the construction of berths for giant container vessels, plus more and higher
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performance container gantry cranes. With construction of a larger container rail terminal and the optimization of truck dispatch, HHLA is ensuring a distinct improvement in transport connections to the hinterland. HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort (CTT) continued on its successful growth and expansion course in 2005: Container handling increased compared to the previous year by more than 20 percent to 870,000 standard containers. Within the framework of HHLA’s Ten Million TEU Programme, in a few years time CTT will be able to handle up to 2.2 million TEU. In 2005, with the enlargement of the container storage area and an extension to the quay wall, capacity growth to some one million TEU was achieved. Moreover, the complete change-over of the straddle carrier fleet handling container transportation from the waterside to the container storage area to a four-high system, as well as the extension and improvement of the terminal’s own IT systems, led to a distinct increase in productivity. Sea container terminal in Odessa



With the signing of a twenty-year operating contract for the Sea Commercial Port of Odessa, effective on January 1st 2005, HPC Ukraina’s terminal business is fully consolidated in HHLA Group’s financial statement. The terminal’s development with its 300 employees in the Port of Odessa is proceeding extremely successfully: The throughput figure, which still stood at 50,000 standard containers in 2000, rose by
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more than a third last year to over 270,000 TEU. Investments in modernization and expansion are making the facility fit for further growth. EQUIPPED FOR FUTURE CHALLENGES



Container gantry crane in action



Already today, the largest container ships in the world are being cleared at all three Hamburg container terminals. The spectrum, performance and development potential of the terminal locations have contributed decisively to the fact that HHLA counts eighteen of the top twenty shipping lines worldwide among its customers. This is also an expression of HHLA’s customer neutrality and service orientation.To maintain and build up its cutting-edge performance, HHLA is currently investing more than €800 million in the modernization and expansion of its three Hamburg container terminals. Technological leadership, developing capacity in line with the market, high reliability and constant productivity increases – all these make the network of HHLA container terminals fit for handling growing demand and their customers’ increasing performance requirements. With its three terminal locations in the Port of Hamburg, its ambitious upgrading programme, technical innovation and comprehensive services, as well as its networking with the other HHLA divisions, Container Division is optimally positioned for the challenges of the next years.
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HUB FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE



Jiri Samek, chief executive officer of HHLA intermodal company Metrans, is bringing the network between the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia and the world markets ever closer: the Metrans combi terminals in Prague, Zlin and Dunajska Streda make Hamburg the gateway to the world for the ambitious central and eastern European economic region.



HHLA INTERMODAL DIVISION



STRONG EXPANSION OF NETWORK SERVICES CONTAINER TRANSPORTATION BY RAIL, ROAD AND LANDBRIDGE TO THE BALTIC SEA – HHLA INTERMODAL DIVISION PROVIDES A COMPLETE NETWORK FOR THE EUROPEAN HINTERLAND.



STEEP INCREASE IN VOLUMES



The HHLA transportation systems pooled in HHLA Intermodal Division for seaport hinterland traffic have again reported double-digit growth for the number of containers transported. In 2005 the three rail associate companies Transfracht, Metrans and Polzug, the HHLA subsidiary combisped with its Baltic sea link via its Container Terminal Lübeck (CTL), and the transport company CTD carried almost 1.3 million standard containers, 12.5% more than in the previous year. The turnover of all the subsidiaries and holdings consolidated in the intermediate holding, HHLA Intermodal GmbH, rose by more than 10% to €230 million. In so doing, the companies succeeded in maintaining and extending their respective market positions in environment characterized by stronger competition. They profited from the high growth dynamic in the international exchange of goods via Hamburg and other North Range ports, as well as the above average increase in economic performance in central and eastern Europe.
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VOLUMES TRANSPORTED BY HHLA INTERMODAL SYSTEMS (IN TTEU)



2005



2004



2003



∆ in % 2005/2004



∆ in % 2005/2003



Transfracht



779



745



655



4.6 %



18.9 %



Metrans



222



193



146



15.0 %



52.0 %



Polzug



75



67



66



11.9 %



13.6 %



combisped



59



43



25



37.2 %



136.0 %



CTD



150



94



83



59.6 %



80.7 %



Total



1,285



1,142



975



12.5 %



31.8 %



Despite decidedly sharper competition in rail transportation, Transfracht International GmbH & Co. KG successfully asserted its leading position in containerized seaporthinterland traffic to Germany, Switzerland and Austria. With a strong leap in growth again, Metrans a.s. confirmed its dominant role on scheduled services to the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia. Despite infrastructural bottlenecks at the GermanPolish border, as a result of which the competitive position of rail in container traffic with Poland suffered in comparison to feedership and trucking, Polzug Intermodal GmbH was able not only to consolidate its market position in rail transportation, but also once again to achieve a doubledigit increase in volume transported. Hinterland transport with Metrans rail cars



In fiscal year 2005 combisped GmbH, with its innovative ‘Baltic Bridge’ product via Container Terminal Lübeck (CTL), achieved transhipment and transport growth of almost 40 percent, not least because of the boom in demand from the Russian Federation via St. Petersburg. Container-Transport-Dienst GmbH (CTD) participated with above-average growth in the quantity of containerized transport via Hamburg, achieving a 60 percent increase in volume. COMPLETE HINTERLAND NETWORK



The companies in the Intermodal Division play a central role in HHLA’s total strategy: their successes strengthen the Port of Hamburg’s competitive position. Vice versa, the Port of Hamburg’s gains of market share provide an above-average increase in
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demand for transport services into the hinterland, which in turn profits of HHLA Intermodal Division companies.



Metrans terminal in Prague



One of the decisive geographical advantages of the logistics hub Hamburg is its location deep inland, nearer to the customer, reducing the land transportation distance in the direction of eastern Europe by 300-500 kilometres in comparison to the ports at the mouth of the Rhine. HHLA Intermodal GmbH uses and underlines this advantage by providing a full range of transport services. This range makes an important contribution to Hamburg’s special strengths as a logistics hub. Here the various modes of transport in the container transport chain are optimally interlinked. With its intermodal systems HHLA covers the complete continental hinterland of the Port of Hamburg: By road, Container-Transport-Dienst GmbH covers the local area, i.e. the Hamburg conurbation, transporting containers of all kinds. In addition, CTD provides longdistance haulage, heavy-lift and specialized transport services. By rail, HHLA’s rail associate companies provide a blanket-coverage continental network from commercial centres in central and eastern Europe, from Zurich to Azerbaijan. In addition, they are also active in hinterland transportation from other continental ports in northern and eastern Europe. HHLA subsidiary combisped provides feeder services in the Baltic Region with its container terminal in Lübeck (CTL), with its direct landbridge by rail shuttle and truck to the overseas terminals in the Port of Hamburg.
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SWEDEN



North Sea



L AT V I A Baltic Sea LITHUANIA



DENMARK



Cuxhaven



UNITED Wilhelmshaven K I N G D O M N E T H E R - Bremerhaven LANDS Rotterdam
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Antwerp
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Lübeck Hamburg
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POLAND Poznan/ Gadki
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BELGIUM LUXEMBOURG



FRANCE



LAND



RUSSIA



RUSSIA Szchniakovsk
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ARMENIA AZERBAIJAN GEORGIA



UKRAINE



M O L D AV I A Kishinev



H U N G A RY ROMANIA



HHLA network for the Port of Hamburg’s European hinterland



SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE



Metrans



Polzug



Transfracht



combisped



Terminal/Depot



Thanks to their market position and their involvement in the Group network, the HHLA Intermodal companies possess special strengths: Long-term experience and specialist local knowledge, with for example, Polzug and Metrans being pioneers in setting up container block train systems towards eastern Europe. Setting up and operating inland rail container terminals (incl. Prague, Zlin, Dunajska Streda, Warsaw, Poznan and Katowice) as logistics hubs supplying respective services. Direct integration of the operative transport business with the port processes, using synergies and know-how within the HHLA Group. Provision of comprehensive services from professional consulting to running doorto-door transport services, forming a complete logistics chain from the seaport terminal to the customer in the hinterland. Collectively, HHLA Intermodal companies with their production systems serve separate well-defined European markets, each with their own growth dynamic driving the development of the companies. GOING WITH THE FLOW OF EUROPEAN GROWTH



Dynamic economic growth in the new central and east European EU member states and the Russian Federation will according to the current standard of knowledge lead to an above-average increase in container traffic in the international exchange of goods with these states in the coming years. This trend will again be strengthened by a backlog in demand for containerization of transport chains in these countries. For Poland alone, for example, market observers forecast an annual growth rate in international container traffic of between fifteen and twenty percent. Alongside this special boom in eastern Europe, in the German-speaking countries of central Euro-
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pe too, the international exchange of goods has proven itself a stable economic motor with sustained dynamic growth in exports. For the further development of its intermodal services, HHLA will therefore reinforce its current policy with its factors for success, by: Further integration of the networks, Expanding scheduled services, Improving the transport chain through its own resources, and Intensifying direct integration with port processes.



CTD truck in Speicherstadt (Warehouse City), Hamburg



Metrans will further increase its productivity and real net output ratio by expanding its own pool of rail cars. In the late autumn of 2005, Polzug took Rotterdam into its service portfolio as the third port in the North range alongside Hamburg and Bremerhaven. For Transfracht its two core products, AlbatrossExpress (AE) and AustriaContainerExpress (ACE) remain in focus, participating in the increasing demand on the long, big volume scheduled services to southern Germany, Austria and Switzerland. After its successful restructuring and its steep upward trend in fiscal year 2005, combisped expects to continue on its route to success. Container transport service provider CTD will continue on its expansion course adopted in 2005, increasingly providing container transport over medium and longer distances. With their strategic make-up, their product qualities and their development plans, the HHLA Intermodal companies are well equipped to achieve the opportunities for growth arising from the dynamics of the international transport chain.
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A SURE FEEL FOR THE GOODS



Britta Korte, vehicle logistics specialist with Unikai Lagerei- und Speditionsgesellschaft mbH, will if required herself turn a hand in sending carefully packed German luxury vehicles on their way. More than 120,000 leave O’Swaldkai for the rest of the world every year.



HHLA LOGISTICS DIVISION



MARKET POSITIONS FURTHER EXPANDED CONSULTANCY, CARGO HANDLING AND CONTRACT LOGISTICS – HHLA’S LOGISTICS DIVISION COMBINES AN ABUNDANCE OF CLIENTSPECIFIC SERVICES WITH SPLENDID PERFORMANCE ON GROWTH.



STRONG BOOST FOR SALES



The subsidiaries and affiliate companies in HHLA’s Logistics Division cover a broad spectrum of client-related logistics and consultancy activities. They offer a full range of services from consultancy to contract logistics, as well as handling such special cargoes as vehicles, fruit, coal and ore, and even cruise ships. In all this, moreover, they boost the attractions of Hamburg as a universal port. They also help to tie cargoes to the location and to underpin the vast range of know-how that makes such a crucial contribution to Hamburg’s efficiency and acknowledged competence as a universal port. In 2005 the companies in the division were generally able to profit from a favourable market environment. Some of them managed to boost sales considerably, to consolidate and expand their market positions and to lay the foundations for continuing their successful course in the next few years. Last year, HHLA’s Logistics Division was able to report sales revenues up by over 10% to €96 million (2004: €87 million).
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DIFFERING GROWTH STORIES PRODUCE OVERALL SUCCESS



During 2005, HHLA Rhenus Logistics GmbH, founded in 2003, succeeded in maintaining its successful growth path. Sales revenues were up by 36%, due partly to the entry into services of new sites. This provider of warehouse and contract logistics continues to be one of the companies in the Port of Hamburg that are enjoying especially rapid growth. Unikai Lagerei- und Speditionsgesellchaft mbH, the centre of competence in the Port of Hamburg for vehicle logistics, achieved handsome sales growth on its new vehicle business and packing activities (forestry products and vehicles) as well as at UNIKAI’s cruise terminal (passenger handling), achieving an almost 13% advance in sales revenues on volume up by 10% at 764,000 t. The Logistics Centre at Hamburg-Altenwerder



Despite temporary bottlenecks in storage capacity, in 2005 Hansaport Hafenbetriebsgesellschaft mbH, with the largest bulk goods terminal handling ores and coal on the German coast, boosted volume handled by 500,000 t to 24.7 million (incoming and outgoing tonnage).
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Fruit logistics at O’Swaldkai



Sea container terminal in Odessa



HHLA Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH, the largest fruit terminal in Germany, boosted its throughput in the year 2004 of 727,000 t by 7% to 778,000 t in 2005. Ulrich Stein GmbH, German market leader for fruit forwarding, successfully improved its market position. With more than 100 staff, HPC Hamburg Port Consulting GmbH, one of the world’s leading port and transport consultancy services, distinctly expanded its business last year and reported sales revenues up by over 10%. HPC’s range of services covers market research surveys, variability analyses, logistics and port-specific planning services, transport sector consultancy (multimodal transport, port hinterland services and air services), short-term management, management consultancy, vocational and further training for management staff, and development and implementation of IT systems for ports and other logistic centres. HPC’s subsidiary HPC Ukrai-
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na, consolidated in HHLA Container Division, achieved most successful growth in taking over operation of sea container terminal in Odessa. SIGHTS SET ON BEYOND-AVERAGE GROWTH



Bulk cargoes: automated conveyor system at Hansaport



In fiscal 2005 companies in the division laid the foundations for a further steep acceleration in growth. With investments totaling €17 million in extending and modernizing its storage and handling capacities - with four unloaders and a new coal storage area, for example - Hansaport has created the conditions for further growth taking it up to annual throughput of 15 million t (incoming tonnage). This opens up the opportunity of participating in the growing significance of coal imports for the German power supply industry and the sustained boom in steel production. HHLA Rhenus Logistics aims to maintain its successful development of recent years with the largest project to contribute to its next leap in growth. Costing €20 million, the new Logistics Centre at Hamburg-Altenwerder will be taken into service in the fourth quarter of 2006. This lies directly adjacent to HHLA’s Container Terminal Altenwerder and the Kombi-Transeuropa-Terminal Hamburg. In two stages, altogether 42,000 sqm of shed space are being built here on an eight-hectare site, with up to 150 new jobs being created at this site.
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Vehicle logistics at O’Swaldkai



With a second new shed completed in April 2006, the Hamburg Cruise Center operated by HHLA’s Unikai subsidiary is well equipped for the constantly growing number of cruise ships calling at the Port of Hamburg. In the next few years Unikai’s O’Swaldkai will be modernized for the further development of vehicle logistics and packing activities. Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH and Ulrich Stein GmbH are being prepared for distinctly higher handling and transport tonnage by considerable investment in both expanding fruit handling and attracting additional services as part of fruit logistics. The international momentum behind the logistics sector is also causing growing demand for consulting and training services, as well as IT solutions of the kind offered by Hamburg Port Consultants (HPC) for running container terminals. HPC sees immense potential for development in the next few years in its core activities of software and IT consultancy, operational planning, strategic advice, port engineering and consultancy in the field of modern container terminals. In offering a range of differentiated, client-oriented logistics services, and also with their growth strategies, the companies of HHLA’s Logistics Division see themselves as being very well positioned to successfully exploit opportunities in their respective areas of the logistics sector.
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LIGHT FOR THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION



Helmut Heyken, architect for HHLA’s Speicherstadt properties, is creating space for new tenants: With intelligent use of daylight, sophisticated spatial schemes and rebuilding standards to meet client requirements, warehouses 120 years old are being transformed into modern offices of special distinction.



HHLA REAL ESTATE DIVISION



REAL ESTATE SUCCESSFULLY POSITIONED BY SHAPING STRUCTURAL CHANGE, DEVELOPING THE PROPERTY PORTFOLIO AND INCREASING THE POTENTIAL FOR LOGISTICS, HHLA’S REAL ESTATE DIVISION IS CREATING FULL SCOPE FOR SUCCESS AND FRESH IDEAS.



STABLE GROWTH IN A STAGNATING ENVIRONMENT



In fiscal 2005 HHLA’s Real Estate Division, with its Speicherstadt (Warehouse City), Elbe banks and Logistics operational units, maintained its successful course of recent years in a distinctly patchy market environment. Consolidated segment sales revenues for the division rose by over 7% to €29 million. Improved cost management and expansion of both technical and planning services gave a further boost to profitability. The take-up rate improved in all market segments, while the revenue per sqm was up once again. By contrast, the Hamburg market for office space was stagnant and the amount of unlet property remained at a high level of over one million sqm, representing an empty space quotient of 8%. The amount of new letting actually fell by 6% to 420,000 sqm. Two projects completed in 2005 serve as examples of the continuing further development of Speicherstadt into a vibrant urban quarter. Opened in June 2005, the
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The first multi-storey car park in Speicherstadt



Elbkaihaus on the banks of the Elbe



first multi-storey car park doubled parking spaces in this area by 820 to over 1600. In November the Stage Entertainment company opened a new attraction in Speicherstadt with the “Kehrwieder” musical variety theatre. This 340-seat theatre is reviving Hamburg’s variety tradition and constitutes an additional highlight for Speicherstadt. The German Architects’ Association (BDA) has moreover recognized the quality of building development in the area by giving a Specially Commended Award for the renovation in neo-Renaissance style of the “City Hall of Speicherstadt” that houses HHLA Group’s head office. HHLA Real Estate Division’s Elbe banks operational unit continued the discreet further development of the fishing port quarter into an attractive commercial centre and succeeded in distinctly increasing the rate of lettings here. In view of heavy demand for logistics premises and the high rate of letting already evident in 2004, in 2005 HHLA Real Estate Division’s Logistics operational unit presented a programme for development and more intensive utilization of existing properties. SPECIAL PROPERTIES IN HIGHLY ATTRACTIVE LOCATIONS



On the Hamburg market for office and commercial premises that is increasingly differentiated, HHLA is positioned in outstanding locations with above-average market prospects:



HHLA REAL ESTATE DIVISION



As the largest real estate company in the Port of Hamburg business community, HHLA is market leader for logistics premises in and around the port – with some 800,000 sqm of open space for logistics plus 390,000 sqm of sheds for logistics operations. With the historic Speicherstadt ensemble located in the heart of downtown Hamburg, between the business district and the new HafenCity, HHLA owns unique property covering around 300,000 sqm. The government of the city-state of Hamburg is examining the possibility of applying to UNESCO for recognition of the Speicherstadt as part of World Cultural Heritage. On the northern bank of the River Elbe, HHLA is represented in what is known as the “String of Pearls” by attractive office, trading and commercial premises covering around 74,000 sqm.



Award winner: HHLA’s head offices at Bei St. Annen 1



HHLA was founded more than 120 years ago to build and operate Speicherstadt, the world’s most modern logistics centre at the time. The company has ever since developed, shaped and managed special properties in a maritime ambience. High locational quality, close proximity to the customers and decades of know-know form the basis for HHLA’s success on the market. Logistics located very close to handling facilities constitute one of the Port of Hamburg’s salient quality features. With its comprehensive and variegated range of logistics premises, office buildings and trading areas, HHLA plays a leading role in extending this strength. That it should offer a complete range of property-related services is another pointer to the future. Services are supplied along the entire value-added chain, two examples being technical services for project development in building construction, and administrative services provided by traditional facility management firms.
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The main pillars of HHLA’s real estate strategy are: Sustained development of properties in the estate, Realization of new and flexible utilization schemes for these, Implementation of various standards of finish in dialogue with users, Schemes for development and expansion that keep open various options for utilization of the property concerned in the long term, and Bringing to bear long years of - in many areas highly specialized - know-how founded on quality and creativity for technical maintenance, planning and development assignments. Implementation of this strategy, combined with a measure of cost management on development, maintenance and operation, is producing a sustained rise in the value of HHLA’s estate. This is notable for great flexibility of utilization, ensuring a high degree of long-term profitability, especially when structural changes on the demand side occur. EXPLOITING OPPORTUNITIES FOR STRUCTURAL CHANGE



Warner Music: Modern lounge in a historic setting



On a German market for office and commercial property that is on an international comparison sluggish, forecasts by market observers and economic researchers suggest that Hamburg will develop slightly better than average. Fresh prospects are emerging for the market sectors in which the HHLA Real Estate Division is positioned. Heavy demand for logistics premises in the Port of Hamburg, for instance, is encountering an increasingly limited supply. Speicherstadt (Warehouse City) and the north bank of the Elbe are among the segments of the Hamburg property market that are profiting from changes in estate status arising from their outstanding locations.
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Major project: future headquarters for Hamburg Port Authority (HPA)



In order to exploit the opportunities resulting from this comparatively favourable market climate, the relevant district operations of the division will be systematically maintaining the successful course pursued in recent years. For Speicherstadt, for instance, activities will be focused on prudently shaping structural changes. The idea here is that variety should be further extended and the proportion of high-grade usages gradually increased. The largest single project involves completion of the future headquarters of Hamburg Port Authority, the company entrusted with managing the Port of Hamburg. In participating in Hamburg Architecture Summer 2006, HHLA is providing “Scope for new ideas in the re-urbanization of Speicherstadt”. Fischmarkt Altona GmbH, the Real Estate Division’s Elbe banks operating unit, will make further investments to further strengthen its position on the northern bank of the Elbe. HHLA’s Real Estate Logistics operating company plans considerable expansion. The goal here is to extend and optimize the range of properties for logistics use by developments based on the existing estate. This will produce further expansion of logistics activity located close to cargo handling, one of the Port of Hamburg’s strong points. Combined with close proximity to the market and the customers, long-standing and specific know-how forms the foundation for the long-term development schemes – notable for both creativity and value-awareness – of the Real Estate Division’s operating companies. The division is splendidly prepared to exploit the opportunities presented by structural change, to play an active part in shaping this, and to implement these maxims on the ground.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR OUR WORLD



Karl-Heinz Inselmann, head of technology at HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai, sees Hamburg as a city-centre port worth preserving: he is one of the team working on space-saving expansion at Burchardkai, Hamburg’s earliest and largest container terminal, and operating it in a way compatible with its urban environment.



MISSION



IN DIALOGUE WITH THE FUTURE HHLA IS GRASPING THE OPPORTUNITIES OF GLOBALIZATION WHILE BRINGING ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY TO SHAPING THESE.



SHAPING GLOBALIZATION



Ever since today’s Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft (HHLA) was founded, its corporate policy has been based on sustainability and the long-term view. When HHLA was set up in 1885, it laid one of the cornerstones for Hamburg’s rise to become one of the leading ports of the industrial era by building and operating Speicherstadt (Warehouse City). Today’s HHLA strategy of vertical integration combines 120 years of experience and logistics innovations along the transport chain from the overseas port right into the hinterland of Europe – while constantly striving to produce practical solutions to its customers’ problems. HHLA’s regional strategy has always concentrated on Hamburg as the interface for intercontinental goods flows. Corporate strategy and location policy are thus closely related – and interactive and mutually fruitful. This makes Hamburg the base for providing intensively value-added logistics services. HHLA’s business model thus strengthens Hamburg as a metropolitan region. ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY



HHLA is taking up the opportunities of globalization and bringing economic, social and ecological responsibility to shaping these: Profitability is the prerequisite for sustained corporate success. HHLA applies this value philosophy to achieving long-term growth while catering for demand. This renders investments possible, ensures high added value and creates jobs. HHLA's staff is its greatest asset. With innovative health schemes and far-sighted remuneration policy, as well as heavy investments in vocational and further training, HHLA’s focus is always on people. Ecologically responsible production means conserving resources in terminal construction, protecting the climate with environmentally compatible transport chains, and considerate container handling – developed in dialogue with local residents within the city.
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HEALTH IS OUR GREATEST ASSET



Helma Stahlkopf, HHLA company doctor, takes great care of our most important resources, and their most valuable possession: innovative, preventive measures guarding against gantry-crane drivers’ back-problems constitute one of HHLA health management’s central projects.



STAFF



PEOPLE IN FOCUS WITH INNOVATIVE HEALTH CARE, MODERN REMUNERATION SYSTEMS, LARGE INVESTMENTS IN VOCATIONAL AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR HHLA’S SUCCESS AS A COMPANY.



GROWTH CREATES JOBS



The strong growth in the HHLA Group’s operative business activities again led to a distinct increase in the number of staff in fiscal year 2005, increasing by 214 or 6.4 percent to 3,548 staff, allowing for portfolio changes. The greatest increase in employment was in container handling and HHLA’s logistics activities. This continued the trend set by an increase in employment in 2004. On December 31st 2005 the HHLA Group registered a total of 3,869 employees. For the first time, this included the 321 staff at the HPC Ukraina subsidiary, which took over operations of the container terminal in Odessa as of January 1st 2005.



HHLA STAFF DEVELOPMENT 2003-2005



2005



2004



2003



∆ in % 2005/2004



∆ in % 2005/2003



Staff as at December 31st



3,869



3,334



3,364



16.0 %



15.0 %



Number of staff, adjusted



3,548 **



3,334



3,169 *



6.4 %



12.0 %



* for reasons of comparability adjusted for portfolio changes in the following year ** excluding HPC Ukraina staff
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Container handling on containership deck



With this HHLA made its contribution to the turnaround in employment development in Hamburg: whereas the German federal average of those employed fell by 0.3 percent last year, for the first time in years, it rose again in Hamburg by 0.8 percent. One of the most important accents for growth was the port economy. For the German employment market even more important is the multiplicator effect of the economic vitality of the Port of Hamburg. Today, Germany-wide more than 250,000 jobs are directly or indirectly dependent on the Port of Hamburg, 30,000 more than four years ago. HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY SYNCHRONIZED TO GROUP’S DEVELOPMENT



Pre-conditions for the success of a company are the knowledge, health and motivation of the employees. Therefore, the objectives and measures of human resources policy are synchronized with HHLA strategy. Human resources management follows a holistic approach: With a high number of vocational training places, heavy investments in vocational and in-service training for HHLA staff, as well as concentration of its sponsoring activities on the promotion of educational and training institutions, today HHLA is caring for tomorrow’s know-how, With innovative concepts for preventive health care and exemplary standards for health and safety at work, HHLA sets benchmarks which are regularly recognised, receiving prizes and awards, With its modern remuneration systems and a forward-looking collective bargaining policy, HHLA promotes staff motivation. As an answer to the growing gaps in the German social insurance system, HHLA provides a company pension scheme and a lifetime work savings account. HEALTH MANAGEMENT’S PREVENTIVE CARE POLICY



To sustain the staff’s health level today and for the future is a core corporate aim at HHLA. A comprehensive and continually developing health management system



STAFF



ensures that this objective is successfully achieved. A HHLA works council preventive health care agreement set a high standard back in 1995. This has since been constantly improved and expanded. Health management at HHLA means an interlinked system of health and safety at work, occupational medicine and prevention programmes. External partners, such as the employer’s liability insurance association and government inspectorates are integrated cooperatively into the planning procedures and processes. This is the only way to achieve systematic, coherent and comprehensive prevention-oriented industrial hygiene. After HHLA Holding and a series of its terminal subsidiaries had received awards for their safety at work systems in 2003 and 2004, in 2005 HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort was given an award by the employer’s liability insurance association in the ‘innovation in prevention’ category. The award was given for the Powerlift, which conveys the straddle carrier driver up to his cabin 15 metres above ground, avoiding the danger of tripping or falling. Today the HHLA container terminals count amongst the safest in the world.



Company sports: HHLA’s dragon-boat team



The most important innovation in HHLA’s health policy in 2005 was the development of the ‘orthopaedic consulting project’ prevention programme. With this programme HHLA is breaking new ground in preventive occupational medicine. The aim was the development of a tailormade programme specially for certain trades in container handling, with short exercises targeting the prevention of trouble in the muscular-skeletal system, above all in the area of the spinal column. The changing working world of the port away from physical work towards highly concentrated sedentary tasks in the cockpit of a container gantry crane or a straddle carrier has also fundamentally changed the health impact profile. Supported by a comprehensive scientific status report with questionnaires and examinations of several hundred person of HHLA staff, Dr. Matthias Soyka, a specialist in occupational medicine, joined HHLA company doctors in developing a
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modular programme of short exercises, which can be carried out at home or in short breaks during the working day. Special exercises are geared to the different job groups such as the drivers of straddle carriers, gantry cranes and reach stackers, and gantry crane guides. A scientific evaluation monitors the level of success. REMUNERATION SYSTEMS MOTIVATE AND SAFEGUARD



Generation change: lifetime work savings account opens up individual pension opportunities



In 2005 HHLA considerably upgraded its company retirement scheme making adequate provision for retirement. With the introduction of the lifetime work savings account, there is now the option to individually structure lifetime working hours without having to face pension shortfall, due to claiming early benefits. This model benefits everyone: The staff, who can plan individually when to reach their pensionable age and to achieve a highly attractive return on their saved capital (the lifetime work savings accounts are cash accounts). HHLA, because this kind of flexibility in the working life can be well attuned to company needs. The German state, because the strain on social welfare system is relieved by this type of private scheme. At HHLA, the offer of employer supplements to the company pension scheme is taken up extensively by the staff: with a participation quota of just under 70%, HHLA lies far above the average for private companies of 46%. The modern remuneration system introduced in 2004 for the HHLA management with variable salary components has proven its worth too. With this model the variable salary components



STAFF



are linked to individual agreements on objectives and quantifiable company success. In 2005, the HHLA company pension scheme agreement was extended on a new basis until December 31st 2012. This means that company pensions have become calculable long-term for both the company and the staff. LONG-TERM ALIGNMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT



In global competition well-trained, highly motivated staff are one of the most important keys to success. Therefore, HHLA’s human resources management continually enhances its tools by adjusting objectives to new challenges. In the coming years the focus will be on:



Changing shift at Burchardkai



Spreading performance-related wage and salary components, Modernizing and unifying wage agreements, Further strengthening of preventive care in HHLA’s health care management, Continuing on the course of socio-political support for private pension schemes through intelligent company offerings, Improving competitive position for best new talent, and Sustainable improvement of capabilities to master increasing everyday requirements, through investment in vocational and in-service training. With its forward-looking human resources management concepts and its active personnel policy, HHLA is on the right track to secure the basis for successful development of the HHLA Group long-term.
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CLEVER MINDS FOR THE FUTURE OF LOGISTICS



Aiste Adomaviciute, a young professional from Lithuania, wants to make her career in supply chain management: to achieve this she is studying for her Master in Business Administration in Logistics at the Hamburg School of Logistics (HSL), one of the public-private partnerships sponsored by HHLA.



TRAINING



INVESTING IN THE FUTURE HIGH STANDARDS IN VOCATIONAL AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING, COMMITTED PROMOTION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, A GROWING RANGE OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING PLACES – TODAY HHLA IS CARING FOR TOMORROW’S KNOW-HOW.



INTELLIGENCE FOR THE TRANSPORT CHAIN



The progressive integration of the global economy based on ever-higher capacity transport chains has fundamentally changed demands made on logistics service providers for the worldwide exchange of goods. High-tech, intelligent conceptual designs are in demand: with ever-shorter transit times, ever-larger quantities must reach their destinations on time and intact. This places increased demands on staff, too. In recent years, therefore, HHLA has intensified its investments in vocational and in-service training, as well as its commitment to establishing and upgrading supra-company educational establishments. Intelligent logistics require not only high-performance IT, but above all qualified staff. HHLA promotes new talent both at international graduate level at the Hamburg School of Logistics, and supra-company vocational training for trade apprentices at the Hamburg Vocational Training Centre (HAZ). EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN FOCUS



To secure tomorrow’s new talent today, HHLA is constantly increasing its vocational training places. In 2005, 114 young people were trained at HHLA, or 8.6% more than the year before. HHLA’s human resources development focuses on education and training. This includes both initial and in-service training in blue-collar trades, white-collar and graduate professions, plus continued staff development through training programmes, consulting and coaching.
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In-service training at HHLA



In 2005, HHLA invested more than €2 million in vocational training of new talent. This included industrial trade apprentices (e.g. sea cargo controllers, warehouse logistics clerks, mechatronics fitters), and commercial trainees (office clerks, IT specialists). Graduate sandwich studies for business administration are run in cooperation with the Hamburg School of Business Administration, and others in business and engineering, and business and IT, with the Nordakademie Elmshorn. Moreover, five graduates were taken on for a fifteen-month trainee programme. Ongoing in-service staff training is an integral part of human resources development at HHLA. Some 2,000 staff took part in in-house courses. In total HHLA invested some €900,000 in internal and external courses for its staff. The training topics cover a wide spectrum from patents to using container handling equipment, or from language to IT courses and on to management training. PROMOTING NEW TALENT FOR THE WHOLE FIELD



Our targeted commitment to selected institutions supports promotion of new talent for the whole field. HHLA has taken an interest in international training for the next generation for top positions in the logistics industry by promoting the Hamburg School of Logistics (HSL). Since October 2004, HSL has been offering upcoming managers a one year full-time study programme as Masters of Business Administration in Logistics, which in this form is still unique as a high level programme for future young managers for the logistics field. The students come from northern and eastern Europe, especially. HSL was set up in 2003 as a public-private partnership between the Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH) and the Kuehne Foundation, not only as a teaching school, but also as a competence centre for logistics research. HHLA supports HSL with an annual €100,000 grant as well as on a practical level, supplying speakers and making it possible for the students to visit the Group’s facilities. HHLA also has a commitment to supra-company vocational apprenticeships, supporting the Hamburg Vocational Training Centre (HAZ). On the one hand HAZ provides supra-company courses for apprentices from member companies, and on the other



TRAINING



HAZ provides apprenticeships in metalworking trades for secondary school leavers to become skilled workers. In October 2005 HAZ moved into new premises in Hamburg, where for the first time all classrooms and workshops are in one location. In 2005, HHLA took up HAZ services for training its own mechatronics fitters, and over and above that supported the activities and the refitting of the training centre with a total sum of some €200,000.



Simulator for training container gantry crane drivers



Since March 2005, at the Port of Hamburg further training centre (FZH), the first part of the container gantry crane driver training course has been taking place on a simulator. This simulator was developed in close cooperation with HHLA’s vocational trainers, being a further example of HHLA’s commitment to supra-company vocational training. In this ‘learning laboratory’ upcoming gantry crane drivers are confronted with (almost) all the imaginable situations that can arise from various constellations of rain, wind, cargo and ship. The future drivers spend the first ten days of their training on the simulator, before starting to train on a real gantry crane, and going on to master this gigantic piece of equipment. This type of training offers two major advantages: demanding situations, of a kind that hardly ever occur in practice, can be simulated. Furthermore, the time which the trainees require on a real gantry crane is reduced, meaning that the claims on time of training and container handling conflict more rarely. KNOW-HOW MEANS GROWTH



Growth will materially affect work in all of HHLA’s divisions in the years to come. Alongside this, lifelong learning will become of major importance given an aging society, with constantly changing tasks. Against this backdrop, HHLA will continue with its twin-track approach, on the one hand investing in career development for new talent within the Group, at supra-company, and at graduate level; and on the other, promoting the development of existing staff through counselling, training and coaching. The increasing complexity of the logistics process chains, will only be masterable by highly-skilled workers, rendering reliable services in intercultural networks orientated to customers’ wishes. HHLA is educating and training these people.
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SUSTAINED NETWORKING FOR WORLDWIDE GOODS FLOWS



Swenja Klintworth, member of the rail handling team at the Kombi-TranseuropaTerminal (KTH) in Altenwerder, dispatching containers along the right ecological path: working in three shifts on 360 days a year, the team links up rail and water modes of transport.



ENVIRONMENT



PROTECTING THE CLIMATE AND CONSERVING RESOURCES WITH ECOLOGICALLY SOUND TRANSPORT CHAINS, GROWTH THAT CONSERVES RESOURCES, AND ENVIRONMENTALLY COMPATIBLE PRODUCTION, HHLA MAKES A SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.



PROTECTING THE CLIMATE BY NETWORKING CARRIERS



Germany is well on course in reducing emissions. By the end of 2005, CO2 emissions had been reduced by 19% to the 1990 level, almost reaching its climate protection goal of a 21% reduction. Power suppliers and industry have contributed decisively to this success. Yet the story is different in the transport industry, where today’s emissions exceed the 1990 level. Over the last 15 years the transport sector’s share in the emission of greenhouse gases has increased from just under 16% to 20% now. Emissions from goods traffic, especially, grew disproportionately. In view of the momentum behind intercontinental goods flows, no fundamental reversal of the trend can be expected, despite technical progress in cleaning up exhaust gases and on specific fuel consumption. On the contrary, intercontinental container traffic is currently growing 2.5 to 3 times faster than world economic output. There is no sign whatever of any decoupling of transport's advance from growth in economic output. It is all the more essential that consumption of resources should be kept to a minimum. HHLA’s concept of networking carriers via Hamburg as
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Relieving pressure on infrastructure: cargoes for a 400-km convoy of trucks



logistics hub offers ideal conditions for doing so. The distance covered along the Elbe by large overseas containerships brings goods close to the customers – on routes to central and eastern Europe, between 300 and 500 kilometres of land transport are saved by comparison with the Rhine estuary ports. With a proportion of goods originating locally of 40%, a feedership share of 30%, and a rail share of over 70% in overland long-haul transport, Hamburg offers an ecologically exemplary networking of carriers. Already handling around 20% of containerized cargoes in the North Range of ports in Europe, companies in HHLA Group thus make a substantial contribution to dealing environmentally compatibly with growth in European goods traffic. In further expanding the rail terminals at its container handling facilities, HHLA is extremely well prepared for disproportionate growth in rail traffic. HHLA’s intermodal companies are also playing their part by encouraging such growth in their operations as well. In this way, Germany is being relieved of considerable transit trucking: by comparison with other European ports, the route via Hamburg with its excellent rail and feedership connections saves several million truck journeys a year. Today a single large containership transports a cargo volume corresponding to a truck convoy up to 400 kilometres long. CONSERVING RESOURCES WITH HIGH-TECH TERMINALS



Amongst the greatest challenges of sustained economic development is the decoupling of land use and economic output. In designing its Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA) back in the mid-1990s, HHLA devised a terminal layout meeting this need.



Protecting the climate: to the Baltic by feedership



The call was for high capacity of the entire system, designed as this was to handle future generations of large containerships, linked with space productivity to set yardsticks for the future.



ENVIRONMENT



Saving space, block storage at HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder



Taken into service in 2002, the high-tech terminal at Hamburg-Altenwerder has meanwhile handsomely exceeded expectations. Instead of the 1.9 million standard containers (TEU) once planned, in future this 800,000-sqm facility will be able to handle up to 3 million TEU annually. Heavy investments in largely automated operations at a compact terminal with modern container storage blocks and unmanned transport systems have paid off. The combination of a modern terminal for combined traffic accessible to third parties plus the direct proximity of Altenwerder Logistics Centre has further enhanced this positive result. The main elements of the CTA system are now being utilized in expanding Container Terminal Burchardkai. HHLA will succeed in doubling the capacity of its three Hamburg container terminals to over 10 million TEU per year on the space occupied by its existing facilities. The expansion of existing terminals, moreover, considerably reduces the need for additional infrastructure for container access and dispersal. Without the need for any additional space, by the beginning of the next decade container handling potential will have been increased on a scale matching the entire volume handled by the Port of Hamburg in 2002. SYNERGY OF ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY



Germany as a transit country confronts the challenge of coping with dynamic growth in goods traffic with a minimum of negative external impact while achieving the highest possible value-added element in the transport chain. HHLA’s corporate model meets this demand by Tying to Germany a high proportion of value-added elements in the transport chain, Reducing strain on the infrastructure – and especially truck transit, Cutting environmental pollution by shortening land routes as well as using environmentally compatible means of transport. HHLA’s strategy of tying international goods flows to Hamburg as a hub in the long term is therefore leading to a sustained synergy between national economic, transport and ecological advantages.
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SECURITY FIRST



Ulf Zielsdorf, HHLA security coordinator, and as designated Port Facility Security Officer (PFSO) responsible for compliance with the international ISPS Code, has the important issues in his sights: to optimize the high security standards at port facilities, and develop new systems for container security in international movement of goods.



SECURITY



SECURITY AS A PRIORITY SYSTEMATIC IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ISPS CODE, SUPRA-TERMINAL SECURITY NETWORKS AND COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY MANAGEMENT – WHEN IT COMES TO SECURITY HHLA SETS BENCHMARKS.



SECURITY STANDARDS FURTHER UPGRADED



With the introduction of the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code) on July 1st 2004, a new era began world-wide for safeguarding port installations. HHLA has been involved in the new era since the beginning. All HHLA facilities that come under the ISPS Code were certified early on and have constantly developed and upgraded their security management. A system of access controls and multi-level danger prevention plans, created on the basis of specific risk analyses, builds the framework for the respective security systems. Together with a range of individual measures, from lighting to sealing empty containers, electronically readable ID cards to state-of-the-art surveillance, comprehensive protection is provided. The supra-terminal security networks were able to prove their worth during a major exercise last year for the Port of Hamburg’s Designated Authority (DA), which oversees security. Additionally, the ID cards issued to container truckers, making possible quick clearance of truck drivers at the container terminals, have also proven their value. COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY MANAGEMENT



At the heart of HHLA’s security management are the full-time security officers, with a senior security officer as coordinator, plus specially trained security personnel at the facilities. A system of specifically targeted security training courses ensures that HHLA’s staff are sensitized to security questions. Additional measures include regular vocational and in-service training for security personnel, security audits and regular exercises. To further upgrade security for containers along the entire transport chain, HHLA is involved in various projects, as for example the worldwide introduction of an electronic seal on all containers with the help of RFID technology (Radio Frequency Identification Data). With its security management and its security strategy geared to continuous improvement, HHLA provides its staff and customers with a benchmark that sets the standard.
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2005



2004



∆ in %



€ million € million € million € million € million



840.1 833.0 185.8 110.1 81.2



721.5 715.6 145.9 69.2 47.0



16.4 % 16.4 % 27.3 % 59.1 % 73.0 %



- before taxes on income - after taxes on income - after minority interests



€ million € million € million



92.2 60.7 49.7



49.9 35.2 32.4



84.8 % 72.4 % 53.4 %



CASHFLOW based on DVFA/SG



€ million



146.4



113.3



29.2 %



€ million



117.4



117.9



- 0.4 %



€ million € million € million € million



653.7 246.8 105.1 913.1



615.4 165.5 33.3 802.8



6.2 % 49.1 % 215.6 % 13.7 %



€ million € million € million € million € million € million € million



189.3



91.3



107.3 %



53.3



53.3



0.0 %



331.0 239.9 319.7 69.5 913.1



307.8 230.3 336.8 63.2 802.8



7.5 % 4.2 % - 5.1 % 10.0 % 13.7 %



Employees



31.12.



3,869



3,334



16.0 %



Equity ratio



%



20.7



11.4



81.6 %



€ million € million € million € million %



110.1 11.8 121.9 708.9 17.2



69.2 11.1 80.3 668.5 12.0



59.1 % 6.3 % 51.8 % 6.0 % 43.3 %



HHLA GROUP KEY FIGURES



Total operating revenues Sales revenues EBITDA EBIT EBT after minority interest



NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR



INVESTMENTS



(of which PPE and tangible assets)



ASSETS STRUCTURE



Non-current assets Current assets Cash/cash equivalents at balance sheet date Total assets



SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES



Capital and assets of which issued capital Provisions of which pension provisions Liabilities to banks Other liabilities Shareholders’ equity and liabilities



ROCE – ASSET-BASED CALCULATION



EBIT Elimination of the interest share of average pension provisions EBIT, adjusted Average operating assets HHLA ROCE



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT TRANSFORMATION INTO INTEGRATED LOGISTICS GROUP COMPLETED ON GROWTH COURSE IN ALL FOUR DIVISIONS MARKED IMPROVEMENT REPEATED IN REVENUES AND FINANCIAL POSITION



FINANCIAL POSITION AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP MARKET POSITION EXPANDED



In 2005 HHLA Group completed, for the time being, the process of restructuring the Group that commenced in 2003 by re-naming itself Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft (until 26.09.2005: Hamburger Hafenund Lagerhaus-Aktiengesellschaft). As an integrated logistics concern, it now comprises four divisions: Container, Intermodal, Logistics and Real Estate. Introduction of a new corporate design served to emphasize HHLA’s structure, reiterating the reorganization of the Group. With its four divisions HHLA is now operating in the four core seg-



ments of the logistics sector, namely port cargo handling, hinterland transport, logistics services and logistics real estate. Measured by sales revenues (€170 billion in 2004), logistics ranks third among the major fields of activity in the German economy behind vehicle manufacture and the health industry. In fiscal 2005 HHLA Group also succeeded in further improving its competitive position. During the last financial year a 16.4% increase in total operating revenues to €840.1 million and also in revenues to €833.0 million saw HHLA growth easily outpacing the logistics sector average again in both Germany and Europe. All four divisions contributed to HHLA’s excellent progress.
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ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT UNBROKEN MOMENTUM IN GLOBALIZATION OF TRANSPORT CHAINS



With economic growth at around 4%, in 2005 world economic momentum was again above the long-term average. As in 2004, the main boosts for growth originated in China, Latin America and the USA, as well as Russia and the countries that recently joined the EU. This growth was powered by stronger worldwide trade in goods, as exemplified by China’s growing demand for raw materials and double-digit growth rates for China’s exports. Higher revenues from exports of energy enabled Russia to increase its imports steeply. At 1.6%, by contrast, growth for the 25-country EU was considerably lower, while Germany with growth of just 0.9% reported a distinctly below-average rise in economic output. The motor for this modest upward economic trend was once again demand from the international growth regions (Asia, Latin America, USA, Russia and the EU accession countries). This was abundantly evident in Hamburg, which managed to profit to a special extent from world economic activity and the boom in world trade. The Hanseatic city-state’s 1.3% rise in gross domestic product exceeded the German federal average by 45%. The extent to which the development of the world economy is now shaped by the globalization of transport chains is demonstrated by the increase in world trade volume, which at 7.2 % again rose far more briskly than world domestic product. As part of the momentum behind world trade, container transport with double-digit 11.2% growth once again gave proof of its leading role as a growth motor.



DEVELOPMENT WORLD ECONOMY AND CONTAINER THROUGHPUT



2005 (in %)



2004 (in %)



World domestic product



+ 4.0



+ 4.9



World trade



+ 7.2



+ 10.0



World container throughput



+ 11.2



+ 14.2



Container throughput HH-Antwerp Range



+ 11.2



+ 13.2



Container throughput Hamburg



+ 15.5



+ 14.1



The Port of Hamburg profited to an above-average extent from the boom in the industry thanks to its outstanding location as a logistics hub between Far East, north America, and the Baltic region with its hinterland in northern, eastern and central Europe. With a 15.5% advance in container handling to 8 million TEU for the first time, Hamburg was able to boost its market share both worldwide and also in relation to the directly competing ports – with throughput growth in the continental North Sea ports of the HamburgAntwerp-Range being 11.2%. Hamburg disproportionately boosted containerized goods traffic on its routes with the Russian Federation (+50.2%), Poland (+34.1%), Brazil (+30.5%) and China (+29%). PROGRESS OF THE DIVISIONS HHLA DIVISIONS ENJOY DYNAMIC SALES REVENUES



The excellent trend in Group revenues was attributable mainly to the Container Division. The Container Division’s satisfactory advance in sales revenues from €388.1 million to €473.2 million reflected the steep 14.8% year-on-year



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



increase in container throughput from 4.6 to 5.2 million TEU. With 65.2% (previous year: 65.6%) of total container throughput in the Port of Hamburg, in 2005 HHLA Group was again the top group operating in the Port of Hamburg. HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai GmbH (CTB) was responsible for the largest slice of sales revenues in the division. As in the previous year, HHLA’s Container Terminal Altenwerder GmbH (CTA) boosted its productivity by continuous optimization of its already very largely automated central system, contributing substantially towards sales revenues growth in the Container Division. HPC Ukraine, a subsidiary of HPC GmbH, was included in Group results for the first time in 2005. With sales revenues of €23.2 million, the company also contributed to the earnings of the division. Considerable investments were again made in the Container Division in 2005. With a total investment volume of €81.7 million, this division received the highest share of investment in the HHLA Group. Consolidated sales revenues of the Intermodal Division climbed by 9.6% to €229.0 million. The train operators (Metrans, Polzug, Transfracht) reported a 12.5% increase in quantities transported and in reaching 1.3 million TEU easily exceeded the one-million TEU mark. combisped Group almost reached budget level in 2005. Despite reducing start-up costs to plan, combisped Group’s result continues to affect HHLA Group’s earnings on operations. The Logistics Division succeeded in profiting again in 2005 from the Port of Hamburg’s sustained momentum. Consolidated sales revenues, for instance, were boosted by €9.2 million to €96.6 million.



In the year under review Hansaport increased capacity thanks to the meanwhile completed expansion of the facility. Start-up costs incurred in this context affected the segment result for the year under review. The Real Estate Division is the only operating area vested directly in the HHLA holding company, with the exception, that is, of those properties that already enjoy distinct legal status. With satisfactory revenue per sqm, already high occupancy was further boosted in all sectors (the port, north bank of the Elbe and Speicherstadt). The division’s segment sales revenues rose by 3.4% to €42.5 million (previous year: €41.1 million). HUMAN RESOURCES INCREASE IN NUMBER OF STAFF EMPLOYED



The number of staff employed by HHLA Group on December 31st 2005 totalled 3,869 (2004: 3,334). Of these, 1,661 were hourly-paid staff (2004: 1,559), 2,094 were salaried staff (2004: 1,670) and we had 114 vocational trainees (2004: 105). Included for the first time in this total were 321 staff of HHLA’s subsidiary HPC Ukraine, which as from 1.1.2005 replaced the former management agreement for the container terminal in Odessa with an operating agreement. Disregarding this change in portfolio, the number of staff employed rose by 6.4% or 214 staff to 3,548. The focus of our human resources management in 2005 was once again on staff health. In the year under review
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further development was carried out on additional orthopaedic modules used in precautionary examinations by the works medical service and also on workplace-specific physical exercise programmes for staff employed on port cargo handling. As part of safety at work arrangements, further measures in a noise reduction programme were completed. Various ergonomic improvements and arrangements were also implemented in the whole working environment in 2005. In 2005 we again provided sponsorships at the Hamburg Vocational Training Centre (Hamburger Ausbildungszentrum II). Over 400 courses were held at HHLA Group’s own trade school in 2005. GROUP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS OF TERMINAL OPERATING SYSTEMS



In the course of 2005 terminal operating systems were successively switched to a new programming language. This measure laid the foundation for a prolongation of the useful life of the terminal systems until at least 2010 as well as an improvement of their interoperability with future IT systems. In cooperation with Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA) the application systems used in container handling were further developed so as to adjust system availability to the stiff demands of an automated container handling facility. In the context of improving the range of services for our clients, we developed a joint project with the German Ministry of Education and Research known as MaTIB (Management for Transport and Incidents in Rail Traffic).



OTHER IMPORTANT MOVES IN THE FISCAL YEAR CAPITAL RESERVES TOPPED UP



Following a shareholder’s resolution on 27.07.2005, €30 million was added to the capital reserves of HHLA AG. At balance sheet date Group capital and assets totalled €189.3 million. The corporate structure of combisped Group (previously: combispeed Group) was slimmed down and restructured and the firm re-named. After assent had been granted by the German Cartel Office (Bundeskartellamt) the strategic stake of BNFW (Belgian New Fruit Wharf N.V.) in HHLA Frucht- and KühlZentrum GmbH was formally put into effect under company law. HHLA retains 51% of the shares in the business.



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



FINANCIAL REPORT MAIN FINANCIAL INDICATORS (€ MILLION)



2005



2004



∆ in %



Sales revenues



833.0



715.6



16.4 %



Cashflow (DVFA/SG)



146.4



113.3



29.2 %



Group operating result (EBIT)



110.1



69.2



59.1 %



on. Deducting this interest element brings Group earnings on operations before minority interests up to €121.9 million compared to €80.3 million in the previous year. HHLA Group calculates ROCE as follows:



ROCE =



Earnings before tax, interest and minority interests Average operating assets



GROUP CONTROLLING RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED (ROCE) WAS FURTHER IMPROVED



One of HHLA Group’s priority objectives is the sustained enhancement of Group value. In 2004 we accordingly introduced value management for planning, steering and controlling of our business transactions throughout the Group. The central value-oriented controlling yardstick within HHLA Group is Return on Capital Employed (ROCE).



The numerator comprises earnings before tax, before interest result, before the interest expense attributable to pension reserves and before minority interests. The denominator is composed of items on the assets side, comprising net fixed assets (intangible assets plus property, plant and equipment plus start-up expenses) and net current assets (inventories plus trade receivables, less trade payables). DEVELOPMENT OF EARNINGS GROUP RESULT DISTINCTLY ABOVE BUDGET FORECAST



ROCE



2005



2004



∆ in %-point



17.2 %



12.0 %



+ 5.2



In 2005 we succeeded in boosting ROCE from 12.0% to 17.2%. The improvement in EBIT in comparison to capital committet constributed to this. In the year under review consolidated Group earnings on operations (EBIT) were at €110.1 million, before third party interests that were €40.9 million above the previous year. This figure includes a proportion of interest for the company pension obligations uncustomary in the port (additions to pension reserves and current company pension payments) totalling €11.8 milli-



In fiscal 2005 HHLA Group exceeded all budget forecasts.



OVERVIEW OF SELECTED EARNINGS FIGURES HHLA GROUP (€ MILLION)



2005



2004



∆ in %



Total operating revenues



840.1



721.5



16.4 %



Sales revenues



833.0



715.6



16.4 %



EBIT



110.1



69.2



59.1 %



EBT



92.2



49.9



84.8 %



Net income for the year - after taxes



60.7



35.2



72.4 %



- after minority interests



49.7



32.4



53.4 %
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Sustained momentum in Port of Hamburg cargo handling and continuous optimization of the entire operating system were the main factors here. In fiscal 2005 total operating revenues of HHLA Group reached €840.1 million. That represents a 16.4% (€118.6 million) year-on-year improvement in HHLA Group performance. Group sales revenues in the year rose by €117.4 million to €833.0 million, exceeding the €800 million mark for the first time in the company’s history. Group operating result (EBIT) in fiscal 2005 at €110.1 million was 59.1% up on the previous year. All divisions contributed substantially to this boost



SALES REVENUES 2005 BY DIVISION (T€)



Segment sales revenues of division Revenues for consolidation Consolidated sales revenues of division



in earnings. However, the main contribution came from the Container Division, which this year again provided relatively the highest sum in absolute terms in earnings on normal business activities. Being consolidated for the first time, HPC Ukraine contributed positively to the division’s earnings. At Group level, the distinct increase in earnings was also reflected in net income. After tax and minority interests, this was 53.4% higher at €49.7 million. Transactions and business between divisions was on normal commercial terms corresponding to those applying to transactions with Third parties.



Container



Intermodal



Logistics



Real Estate



540,422



253,604



105,199



42,472



67,186



24,562



8,598



13,692



473,236



229,042



96,601



28,780



Elimination



Group



114,038 827,659



Consolidated sales revenues of segment



5,341



Consolidated Group operating revenues



833,000



SALES REVENUES 2004 BY DIVISION (T€)



Segment sales revenues of division Revenues for consolidation Consolidated sales revenues of division



Container



Intermodal



Logistics



Real Estate



451,003



213,632



94,051



41,074



62,939



4,612



6,644



14,197



388,064



209,020



87,407



26,877



Elimination



Group



88,392 711,368



Consolidated sales revenues of segment



4,253



Consolidated Group operating revenues



715,621



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



STRUCTURE OF ASSETS AND CAPITAL FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN EQUITY RATIO



During the year under review consolidated assets rose by €110.3 million and as at 31.12.2005 totalled €913.1 million.



DEVELOPMENT OF HHLA GROUP BALANCE SHEET (€ MILLION)



option in accordance with article 28 para. 1, point 2 of the EGHGB (the introductory law to the German Commercial Code) of €10.2 million (previous year: €11.8 million). Earnings performance and a contribution by the shareholders of €30 million towards capital reserves enabled group shareholders’ equity to be increased by €98.0 million. At balance sheet date this totalled €189.3 million. Equity ratio accordingly rose to 20.7% (previous year: 11.4%).



SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES



TOTAL ASSETS 1.000 913.1 900 800



ASSETS



802.8



913.1



802.8



12.6



246.8



700



21.9



Other assets



DEVELOPMENT OF HHLA GROUP SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND GEARING RATIO



Other liabilities 164.2 144.4



165.5 Current assets



€ million



%



600 Liabilities to 319.7 banks 500



200 336.8



20.7 % 20



400



150 653.7



615.4 Non-current assets Pension 239.9 provisions



300 200



230.3



10



9.0



Equity 189.3



100



91.3



6.1 50



0 2005



2004



2005



189.3



11.4 %



100



7.8 %



2004 61.5



91.3



2003



2004



2.9



0



The high level of investment was also maintained in 2005. Non-current assets rose by 6.2% to €653.7 million (previous year: €615.4 million). Intensity of investments amounted to 71.6% (previous year: 76.6%). The sum of €9.6 million was added to pensions provisions on 31.12.2005. On balance sheet date these totalled €239.9 million. These expenses were only included in the balance sheet since they had an impact on taxes in the year under review. Hand in hand with this goes the entry of a deficit as at balance sheet date arising from exercise of this



0



group shareholder’s equity



Definition of gearing ratio:



gearing ratio



2005 equity ratio



Net debts + pension provisions Group shareholders’ equity



Net debts in the numerator arise from loan obligations less liquid funds. The denominator represents shareholders’ equity as at the balance sheet date 31.12.2005.
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INVESTMENTS AND FINANCING INVESTMENTS AND DIVIDEND PAYMENTS WERE ALMOST FINANCED BY CASHFLOW ON CURRENT OPERATIONS



INVESTMENT VOLUMES BY DIVISION (€ MILLION)



Intangible assets Property/plant/equipment Financial assets Assets 2005



Container



Intermodal



Logistics



Real Estate



Holding



Total



0.1



0.3



0.6



-



0.7



1.7



81.6



12.0



6.6



2.5



11.9



114.6



-



1.0



0.1



-



-



1.1



81.7



13.3



7.3



2.5



12.6



117.4



Assets 2004



91.2



9.0



6.9



9.7



1.1



117.9



Change in %



- 10.4 %



47.8 %



5.8 %



- 74.2 %



> 100.0 %



- 0.4 %



Investments during the year under review totalled €117.4 million, therefore virtually reaching the previous year’s level. The Container Division took the largest share (€81.7 million) of these investments. The first stage of the project at HHLA’s Container Terminal Burchardkai (CTB) commenced in 2004 and involving investment of €600 million was continued during 2005 (investment in 2004: €15 million). This investment aims to double handling capacity at CTB by 2012. Altogether €34.3 million was invested in fiscal 2005 in continuing expansion at HHLA’s Container Terminal Altenwerder (CTA). Along with additional handling equipment, 4 container gantry cranes to handle new-generation ships were purchased and 4 new storage blocks constructed. Cashflow (DVFA/SG) amounted to €146.4 million (previous



year: €113.3 million). This resulted mainly from the distinct rise in Group earnings in fiscal 2005. In the year under review cashflow (DVFA/SG) was entirely adequate for the financing of investments. The Group’s liabilities to banks decreased slightly to €319.7 million (previous year: €336.8 million).



SELECTED FINANCIAL FIGURES HHLA GROUP (€ MILLION)



2005



2004



∆ in %



EBITDA



185.8



145.9



27.3 %



Cashflow (DVFA/SG)



146.4



113.3



29.2 %



Investments



117.4



117.9



- 0.4 %



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



RISK REPORT RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



CATEGORIZATION OF RISKS



The objective of the risk management system is to encourage serious consideration of corporate risks, averting any existential threat that would harm HHLA Group or Group companies. Risk management comprises the entirety of organizational regulations and measures designed to recognize risks and to stimulate an active approach in all corporate activities to any immanent risk profile. The main essentials of risk management have been laid down in a Group guideline that is binding on all companies in which HHLA owns a majority stake. The main elements of the risk management system consist of clear responsibilities for the early recognition, control and making known of risks, clear-cut definitions of classes of risks and of risk areas, reporting routines, and the fundamentals of policy on risks. Risk management and reporting on risks are designed to promote company awareness and independent action. Risks are regularly the subject of an inventory compiled as part of the annually required planning process. In principle, risks need to be quantified, provided that reliable and acknowledged methods are available, and such quantification seems commercially acceptable and relevant to any decision on assessing risks. Reporting on risks is based on standard proforma throughout the Group, the aim being the capacity to draw up a consistent overall picture of general risk status. The internal audit department, along with the external auditors, is responsible for auditing of the risk management system.



HHLA Group is subject to specific risks in the divisions. Among these are strategic risks, market risks, finance risks, personnel and other risks. STRATEGIC RISKS



The essential preliminary for successful expansion is rapid implementation of infrastructural measures of special importance that affect the Port of Hamburg. These include: Deepening of the navigation channel on the Lower Elbe to cater for growing containership traffic and increasing ship sizes. Expansion of road infrastructure in the wider port area of Hamburg to facilitate efficient access and departure routes for container flows to and from terminals. Expansion and modernization of the Hamburg Port Railway to ensure direct rail arrival and departure for growing container volumes. Electrification and improvement of the Hamburg-Lübeck railway line so that growing container traffic from the Baltic area can be successfully handled. Further continued progress on the essential infrastructure projects can be assumed for fiscal 2006. MARKET RISKS



The growth areas in East Asia and central and eastern Europe, which are especially relevant for HHLA Group owing
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to the Port of Hamburg’s geographical location as a transport hub, remained buoyant in fiscal 2005. In the world generally, central banks may be starting to tighten monetary policy on account of the threat of inflation posed by robust economic growth and ample liquidity. Nevertheless, the world economy and world trade should continue to develop favourably in 2006 against a background of generally positive monetary parameters. No potential threats arising from world economic development are currently discernible for HHLA Group. The economic prospects for the regions, from which HHLA Group profits to a special extent on account of the Port of Hamburg’s geographical/ transport links, remain promising.



cies and to keep the rate of staff turnover low. No personnel risks are currently discernible. PENSION OBLIGATIONS



To the extent permissible under German tax law, HHLA has recognized entitlements under the company pension scheme in its balance sheet. The changes agreed in 2005 to the company pension agreement (Betriebsrenten-Tarifvertrag) have enabled the group to limit the risks involving index-linking company pension obligations. The risk of a higher company pension obligation owing to a lack of adjustments to the level of state pensions benefits, or indeed a reduction in this, has thus been rendered calculable and transparent.



FINANCIAL RISKS



Among HHLA’s salient tasks is optimization of Group financing and limitation of financial risks. The Group’s treasury department supervises all material financial transactions and actively manages the credit portfolio as well as interest rate risks. Cash flow is controlled and monitored by standard cash clearance throughout the Group. Interest rates are hedged with interest rate derivatives. The bulk of all services offered by HHLA Group are rendered at its Hamburg location. Only the Intermodal Division offers cross-border services. These are invoiced in euros or based on the euro. Currency or transfer risks exist only to a negligible extent. As of today, there are no significant financial risks. HUMAN RESOURCES RISKS



Training and career development play a crucial part for HHLA Group when competing for qualified and specialized staff. HHLA therefore pursues a coherent human resources development policy extending from vocational training for first-time hirings to the HHLA Training institute, to involvement in such training establishments as the Hamburg School of Logistics. Careful selection and support of staff have hitherto enabled us to take on all our vocational trainees after qualifying, to avoid compulsory redundan-



OTHER RISKS



All HHLA cargo handling facilities comply with the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code) in force since 01.07.2004 in order to guarantee a high degree of protection for ships and port facilities against terrorist attacks. In fiscal 2005 our internally designated Port Facility Security Officers (PFSO) continued to develop the safety organization at HHLA handling facilities in close cooperation with the relevant agencies. To further improve security along the container transport chain, in addition HHLA is also involved in a project for worldwide introduction of an electronic seal. As long as no enhanced potential threat of terrorist attacks is foreseeable, we reckon with no additional substantial measures for repelling the threat from terrorists. OVERALL RISK



Based on information available today, no specific risks exist to threaten survival. The risks are accordingly both limited and transparent. As seen today, no risks are discernible to threaten the future of HHLA Group.



GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT



OUTLOOK AND OTHER STATEMENTS EVENTS OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE AFTER THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR



The HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort GmbH subsidiary acquired Rosshafen Terminal GmbH as from January 1st 2006. PROBABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPANY FAVOURABLE PROSPECTS THANKS TO LINK WITH GLOBAL GROWTH MARKETS



The Intermodal Division will also profit in 2006 from volume growth in the container sector and the bright future for rail goods traffic. In the Logistics Division the expansion of capacity now completed at Hansaport will mean an increase in incoming tonnage in 2006. Earnings of the Logistics Division in 2006 will be affected by the heavy investments made. Generally, however, we reckon with an upward trend in the division’s earnings.



World economic momentum picked up again slightly at the end of 2005 and the trend remained apparent at the beginning of 2006, currently promising a growth rate for world domestic product of at least 4% for the year as a whole. Particular stimulus for growth will once again come from Asia, Latin America, the USA, Russia and the new EU member states in eastern/central Europe. The majority of economic forecasting institutes are reckoning that this momentum will be more evident than just recently, even in Europe (15-country EU: advance of up to 2%) and in Germany (up by 1.4 -1.8%). The main force for a further improvement in the general economic situation is continued disproportionately high growth in world exchange of goods that is reflected in forecast growth for 2006 of 8.0% for world trade volume and of 10.3% in world container traffic. Against this background, HHLA reckons with doubledigit growth rates again next year. To cater appropriately for this trend the investment programme commenced at the three container terminals in 2004 will be maintained in 2006. The aim of this investment is to boost capacity from at least 5 million TEU at present to over 10 million TEU by the year 2012. In this context, essential measures regarding shareholder’s equity are being prepared.



Major projects in Speicherstadt and at O’Swaldkai will be completed in 2006. With full letting of these already achieved during construction, we anticipate an increase in take-up combined with a continuation of revenue and earnings momentum in the Real Estate Division.



The upward trend of volumes handled in the Port of Hamburg is expected to be accompanied by a similar trend in the Container Division’s sales revenues and earnings.



Klaus-Dieter Peters



In the light of the favourable prospects for all four divisions we are reckoning on a good trend in sales revenues and earnings for 2006 generally.



Hamburg, May 5th 2006 Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft



Executive Board,



Rolf Fritsch



Dr. Stefan Behn



Gerd Drossel



Dr. Roland Lappin
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2005 ASSETS



31.12.2005



31.12.2005



31.12.2004



31.12.2004



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



5,286,192.58



A. EXPENDITURE FOR START-UP BUSINESS ACTVITIES



14,484,443.57



B. ASSETS I. INTANGIBLE ASSETS



1. Licences, industrial property rights and similar rights and assets, as well as licences in such rights 2. Goodwill 3. Advance payments



9,865,727.45 12,298,602.65 288,305.14



22,452,635.24



13,254,849.83 14,152,779.42 111,580.76



27,519,210.01



627,721,295.74



247,090,613.62 196,294,475.95 65,525,270.10 63,923,198.47



572,833,558.14



II. PROPERTY, LAND AND EQUIPMENT



1. Land, similar rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 2. Technical plant and equipment 3. Other plant, operational and office equipment 4. Advance payments and construction in progress



269,577,402.82 236,458,687.20 67,447,925.90 54,237,279.82



III. FINANCIAL ASSETS



1. Investments in affiliated companies 2. Shareholdings 3. Securities as part of fixed assets



1,100,595.00 2,299,641.95 87,419.73



3,487,656.68 653,661,587.66



1,094,849.64 13,903,135.40 46,191.70



15,044,176.74 615,396,944.89



C. CURRENT ASSETS I. INVENTORIES



1. 2. 3. 4.



Raw materials and supplies Work in progress Finished products and goods Advance payments



9,940.476.49 5,973,626.61 2,067,443.15 13,230.00



17,994,776.25



9,548,354.61 4,468,433.42 547,328.09 0.00



14,564,116.12



II. RECEIVABLES AND OTHER ASSETS



1. Trade receivables 2. Receivables due from the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg 3. Receivables due from HGV Hamburger Gesellschaft für Vermögens- und Beteiligungsverwaltung mbH 4. Receivables due from affiliated companies 5. Receivables due from companies in which participating interests are held 6. Other assets of which with a remaining term of more than one year €1,126,367.96 (previous year €36,900.88)



98,368,643.02 667,357.76



83,889,064.70 281,986.35



89,086,173.76 246,495.26



25.664,158.40 23,488.47



1,633.25 22,123,244.16



797.96 31,864,079.12 210,493,547.21



141,723,575.00



0.00



295,430.40



18,303,732.21 246,792,055.67



8,873,851.47 165,456,972.99



12,632.66 594,224.24 606,856.90



29,278.45 569,643.73 598,922.18



6,712,725.95



6,907,661.99



913,059,418.76



802,844,945.62



III. SECURITIES



Other securities IV. CASH IN HAND, BANK BALANCES AND CHEQUES



D. PREPAID EXPENSES AND DEFERRED CHARGES



1. Discount 2. Other prepaid expenses and deferred charges



E. DEFERRED TAX ASSETS



CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



31.12.2005



31.12.2004



EUR



EUR



I. SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL



53,300,000.00



53,300,000.00



II. CAPITAL RESERVE



35,729,975.84



178,362.89



2,415,659.91



795,222.65



66,914,028.97



21,112,219.98



30,924,695.79 189,284,360.51



15,956,956.02 91,342,761.54



859,995.78



988,924.69



239,897,764.10 12,908,868.85 78,238,499.01 331,045,131.96



230,291,371.00 9,069,201.92 68,478,298.39 307,838,871.31



319,739,522.58 7,289,823.99 33,244,045.24 62,017.39 195,877.61 520,335.58 28,159,408.07



336,796,929.13 3,890,349.41 33,994,111.70 378,216.49 1,249,239.62 292,043.42 23,380,803.61



389,211,030.46



399,981,693.38



2,658,900.05



2,692,694.70



913,059,418.76



802,844,945.62



CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2005 LIABILITIES A. SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY



III. EQUITY CHANGE DUE TO CURRENCY TRANSLATION IV. CONSOLIDATED RETAINED EARNINGS V. MINORITY INTERESTS



B. SPECIAL ITEMS FOR INVESTMENT GRANTS



C. PROVISIONS



1. Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 2. Tax provisions 3. Other provisions



D. LIABILITIES



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Liabilities to banks Advance payments received Trade payables Liabilities due to the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg Liabilities due to affiliated companies Liabilities towards companies in which participating interests are held Other liabilities of which on taxes €5,657,860.55 (previous year €5,399,461.99) of which on social security €3,328,840.31 (previous year €3,065,491.30)



E. DEFERRED INCOME
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1ST TO DECEMBER 31ST 2005



2005 EUR



2005 EUR



2004 EUR



2004 EUR



833,000,410.83



715,620,858.46



2. INCREASE IN WORK IN PROGRESS



3,025,308.25



2,290,873.14



3. OTHER OWN WORK CAPITALIZED



4,076,743.18



3,615,269.82



14,012,803.82



29,852,064.37



1. REVENUES



4. OTHER OPERATING INCOME 5. COST OF MATERIALS



a) Cost of raw materials, supplies and goods purchased b) Costs of services purchased



62,056,884.00 268,932,383.87



330,989,267.87



59,762,081.99 239,816,260.45



299,578,342.44



6. PERSONNEL EXPENSES



a) Salaries and wages b) Social security, pension and other benefits of which for pensions: EUR 30,017,888.34 (previous year EUR 33,456,939.50)



171,002,308.88 64,912,721.11



155,396,665.61 64,753,091.48 235,915,029.99



220,149,757.09



75,696,299.43



76,773,019.13



98,886,896.81



84,940,510.67



5,732.86



80,322.29



4,103,784.10



2,675,982.43



11. WRITE-DOWNS ON FINANCIAL ASSETS



534,625.21



1,218,848.01



12. ABSORPTION OF LOSSES



127,145.42



702,890.09



13. PROFIT TRANSFERRED ON ACCOUNT OF A PROFIT TRANSFER AGREEMENT



949,720.53



1,174,497.20



20,360,903.47



18,935,873.82



94,764.894.31



50,661,632.06



18,847.37



0.00



31,534,349.04



14,627,917.51



2,517,759.85



784,763.16



19. GROUP SURPLUS ON YEAR



60,693,938.05



35,248,951.39



20. LESS MINORITY INTERESTS IN GROUP SURPLUS ON YEAR



11,003,445.67



2,869,853.58



21. GROUP SURPLUS ON YEAR AFTER DEDUCTION OF THESE MINORITY INTERESTS



49,690,492.38



32,379,097.81



7. DEPRECIATION AND AMORIZATION ON INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS AND ON PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AS WELL AS ON CAPITALIZED START-UP EXPENSES



of which goodwill from capital consolidation EUR 1,725,632.40 (previous year EUR 9,216,768.72) 8. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES 9. INCOME FROM SHAREHOLDINGS



of which from affiliated companies EUR 0.00 (previous year EUR 74,322.29) 10. OTHER INTEREST AND SIMILAR INCOME



of which from affiliated companies EUR 1,098,647.49 (previous year EUR 874,172.54)



14. INTEREST AND SIMILAR EXPENSES



of which from affiliated companies EUR 23,594.04 (previous year EUR 149,133.91) 15. RESULT FROM NORMAL OPERATIONS 16. EXTRAORDINARY COSTS/ EXTRAORDINARY RESULT 17. TAXES ON INCOME AND EARNINGS 18. OTHER TAXES



CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



STATEMENT OF CAPITAL FLOWS FOR FISCAL 2005



2005 TEUR



2004 TEUR



60,694 10,572 65,659 11,294 - 1,801 146,418 11,912 - 129 - 9,319 5,865 - 1,374 2,211 0 155,584



35,248 9,656 68,335 16,596 - 16,552 113,283 1,478 -3 - 9,964 - 11,962 - 1,485 - 1,860 981 90,468



5,368 - 114,635 - 1,730 - 1,093 12,138 - 99,952



5,962 - 111,838 - 6,007 - 94 13,520 - 98,457



41,500 - 11,146 5,000 - 21,670 13,684



0 - 5,882 9,783 - 14,390 - 10,489



69,316 942 1,572 33,274 105,104



- 18,478 - 143 339 51,556 33,274



18,304 86,800 105,104



8,874 24,400 33,274



1. CASHFLOW ON CURRENT OPERATIONS



Result on period (including part-earnings from minority holdings) prior to extraordinary items Depreciations on expenses for the start-up of business operations Depreciations on fixed assets Increase in long-term reserves Profit on disposal of assets Cashflow (DVFA-SG) Increase (+) / decrease (-) in short-term provisions Increase in special item for investment subsidies Increase (+) / decrease (-) in stocks, trade receivables and other assets Increase (+) / decrease (-) of liabilities on services Increase in capitalized expenses for start-up and expansion of business operations Change in assets and debts caused by alteration in companies consolidated Other expenses and earnings with an impact on payments Cashflow on current business operation 2. CASHFLOW FROM INVESTMENT



Payments received on disposals of fixed asssets Payments made for investments in fixed assets Payments made for invetsments in intangible assets Payments made for investments in financial assets Payments received on sale of consiolidated companies and other business units Cashflow from investment activity 3. CASHFLOW ON FINANCING ACTIVITY



Payments received from additions to shareholders' equity Payments made to owners of the Group and minorty shareholders Payments received on flotation of securities and the acceptance of (financial) loans Payments made for capital repayment of loans and (financial) loans Cashflow from financing activity 4. FUNDS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD



Change in funds that affects payments (sum of interim totals 1 - 3) Changes in funds caused by alteration in companies consolidated Differences in currency calculations (insofar as these are not attributable to fixed assets) Funds at the beginning of the period Funds at the end of the period 5. MAKE-UP OF FUNDS



Liquid funds Claims on HGV Funds at the end of the period
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Parent company



Capital reserves EUR



Group balance sheet profit (consolidated retained earnings) EUR



Adjustments from foreign currency conversion EUR



Shareholders’ equity EUR



53,300,000.00



178,362.89



21,112,219.98



795,222.65



75,385,805.52



Dividends paid



0.00



0.00



- 8,000,000.00



0.00



- 8,000,000.00



Alteration in companies consolidated



0.00



0.00



3,948,581.65



0.00



3,948,581.65



Additions to shareholders' equity



0.00



35,551,612.95



0.00



0.00



35,551,612.95



Group earnings on year



0.00



0.00



49,690,492.38



0.00



49,690,492.38



Other group earnings



0.00



0.00



162,734.96



1,620,437.26



1,783,172.22



Group overall result



0.00



0.00



49,853,227.34



1,620,437.26



51,473,664.60



53,300,000.00



35,729,975.84



66,914,028.97



2,415,659.91



158,359,664.72



STATEMENT OF SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY FOR 2005



AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2004



AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2005



Paid-up capital Ordinary shares EUR



CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



Minority shareholdings



Group shareholders' equity



Capital tied up minority stakes EUR



Adjustments from foreign currency conversion EUR



Shareholders’ equity EUR



EUR



15,182,448.29



774,507.73



15,956,956.02



91,342,761.54



- 3,145,745.52



0.00



- 3,145,745.52



- 11,145,745.52



160,403.67



0.00



160,403.67



4,108,985.32



5,948,387.05



0.00



5,948,387.05



41,500,000.00



11,003,445.67



0.00



11,003,445.67



60,693,938.05



286,434.23



714,814.67



1,001,248.90



2,784,421.12



11,289,879.90



714,814.67



12,004,694.57



63,478,359.17



29,435,373.39



1,489,322.40



30,924,695.79



189,284,360.51
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ANNEX TO GROUP FINANCIAL STATEMENTS Since the financial statements of HHLA (hereinafter referred to as the Parent Company), are included in the consolidated financial statements of HGV Hamburger Gesellschaft für Vermögens- und Beteiligungsverwaltung mbH (Hamburg County Court, HRB Nr. 16106) HHLA has since 1996 been exempt under Section 291 HGB from preparing a consolidated financial statement. In the light of the meanwhile considerably increased importance of the subsidiaries for assessing HHLA Group, HHLA has again been preparing consolidated financial statements since 2002. These have been compiled in conformity with the requirements of the German Commercial Code (HGB) and the German Corporation Act (AktG).



In 2005 METRANS (Danubia) a.s., Danube, Slovakia, and die HPC Ukraina Ltd., Odessa, Ukraine, were included in the scope of consolidation for the first time. No longer consolidated in 2005 were HHLA Intermodal Verwaltung GmbH, Hamburg, and Egon Wenk Umschlag- und Logisticgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg. In addition, combifeeder GmbH, Lübeck, and combisped Hanseatische Spedition GmbH, Hamburg, were vested in combispeed Fachspedition für Containerverkehre GmbH, Lübeck. combispeed Fachspedition für Containerverkehre GmbH, Lübeck, was re-named combisped Hanseatische Spedition GmbH, Lübeck. The alterations in the scope of consolidation have caused increases of revenues of €24.0 million, in balance sheet total of €20.6 million and in Group earnings of €7.5 million.



2. SCOPE OF CONSOLIDATION



3. PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION



A statement of the entire shareholdings with details of fully and partially consolidated companies as well as affiliated companies follows the financial statement and statement of income.



Subsidiaries in which HHLA has a stake of more than 50% are fully consolidated. Companies in which HHLA owns between 25.0% and 50.0% of the shares are partially consolidated if such companies are controlled by both HHLA



1. GENERAL INFORMATION



ANNEX TO GROUP FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



and companies not included in the consolidated financial statements. Altogether twelve subsidiaries whose impact on net worth, financial position and earnings is generally negligible have not been consolidated. With the exception of HPC Ukraina Ltd. and METRANS (Danubia) a.s., capital consolidation for all companies included in the financial statements was carried out according to the provisions regarding full and partial consolidation and retroactively as of either the date of acquisition of shares or the foundation date, based on the book value method at the time of first consolidation on January 1st 2001. HPC Ukraina Ltd. and METRANS (Danubia) a.s. were each consolidated for the first time as of January 1st 2005. Goodwill is amortized from the date of acquisition over an anticipated useful life of 15 years using the straightline method. Depreciation related to financial years prior to 2001 was recognized in the consolidated retained earnings brought forward as at January 1st, 2001. The admission of a minority shareholder and the resulting increase in capital at HHLA Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH produced a debit difference totalling T€5,552 that has been



shown as an addition to the capital reserves forming part of Group’s shareholders’ equity. All receivables, liabilities, expenses and income as well as interim results between the companies consolidated have been eliminated. Where required, provisions are made for deferred taxes in connection with consolidation transactions affecting earnings. 4. ACCOUNTING AND VALUATION METHODS



The accounting and valuation methods of the fully consolidated companies were standardized as follows for the consolidated financial statements from January 1st 2001 onwards. No adjustments were made in respect of partially consolidated and associated companies on account of the negligible impact of such adjustments. EXPENDITURE ON START-UP BUSINESS ACTIVITIES



In accordance with Section 269 HGB, the following start-up expenses were recognized for HHLA Container-Terminal Altenwerder GmbH: planning and development of the terminal concept, selection of property, plant, and equipment to be
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acquired, as well as the required software, rent for the land in Altenwerder, development of the company’s organization and processes and the recruitment and training of personnel. These start-up expenses are being depreciated over a period of four years following the conclusion of start-up measures from July, 2002. Start-up expenses debited by third parties were capitalized without affecting the statement of income.



Non-scheduled write-downs on goodwill (2004: T€ 6,846) and on property, plant and equipment (2004: T€348) were not necessary in 2005. Financial assets are carried at acquisition cost or fair value, whichever is the lower. Depreciations were effected in accordance with Section 253 para. 2 point 3 German Commercial Code (HGB) during the year under review.



INTANGIBLE ASSETS



CURRENT ASSETS



Intangible assets essentially comprise: Software and other rights that are mainly amortized using the straight-line method over a useful life of three to seven years; and Goodwill that is amortized over an expected useful life of 15 years from the date of acquisition.



Inventories are carried at average cost taking into account the lower-of-cost-or-market principle. Lower valuations as at earlier balance sheet dates are retained. Receivables and other assets are carried at nominal or lower values. Doubtful receivables are carried at probable value. Appropriate allowances are made to cover general credit risk. Deferred tax assets of T€6,713 (previous year: T€6,908) result from the adjustment of the accounting and valuation methods used in the financial statements of the consolidated companies and the elimination of intercompany profits. The income statement shows the impact of the deferred tax assets as T€171 (Previous year: T€1,153). Of this amount, T€120 relate to consolidated tax depreciation, T€761 to differences in depreciation amounts as a consequence of the elimination of intercompany profits of previous years between the individual company financial statements and consolidated financial statements, and T€145 to other valuations adjustments. Deferred tax assets had the effect of offsetting differences in the depreciation periods for software and start-up expenses (T€855). Deferred taxes result solely from time differences. The standard Group tax rate is 41%, as in the previous



FIXED ASSETS



Accessions to fixed assets are carried at cost of acquisition or production. The production costs of assets produced inhouse have been incorporated in joint costs pro rata. Depreciation on intangible assets and buildings on third-party land are generally depreciated using the straightline method and on a pro rata temporis basis. Goodwill from capital consolidation is amortized based on its expected useful life over a period of 15 years using the straight-line method. To achieve uniform valuation in the consolidated financial statement, depreciation of movable fixed assets was where required switched from the decliningbalance method to the straight-line method from January 1st 2001. Assessment of depreciation is based on applicable guide tax rates. Use is made of those simplification rules permissible in tax law. Low-value assets are fully depreciated and reported as disposals in the year of acquisitions.



ANNEX TO GROUP FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



year, since deferred tax liabilities are essentially related to German-based companies. RESERVES



Pension reserves were calculated in accordance with Section 6a of the German Income Tax Law (EstG) and based on actuarial calculations as at balance sheet day on the basis of an interest rate of 6% p. a. and “Richttafeln 2005 G” (mortality tables) by Dr. Klaus Heubeck. On balance sheet day a deficit existed on account of the exercise of the option under section 28 para. 1 point 2 EGHGB. This amounted to €10.2 million and was €1.6 million lower than in the previous year. Other provisions of the Group in respect of uncertain commitments and discernible risks were made in the sum deemed to be required by reasonable commercial judgment.



use of different rates of exchange in the financial statements and the income statement. Foreign currency receivables as well as foreign currency bank and cash balances are carried at the euro selling rate on the day they are incurred, while foreign currency liabilities are carried at the euro buying rate on payment date. The amounts are adjusted on balance sheet date on the lower-of-cost-or-market principle. 6. NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET AND THE INCOME STATEMENT FIXED ASSETS



Liabilities are stated at amount to be repaid.



The listing of the Group shareholdings, the statements of assets and of liabilities are shown on pages 94 to 98. Changes resulting from initial consolidations or deconsolidations due to changes in the scope of consolidation and currency rate changes are listed in separate columns of the statement of assets.



5. CURRENCY TRANSLATION



CURRENT ASSETS



LIABILITIES



The financial statements of foreign consolidated companies not drawing up financial statements in the euro have been translated into euros on the basis of existing financial relationships with the subsidiaries and the resulting consequences of exchange rate changes. Financial statements are translated at average rates as on balance sheet day, income statements being translated at average exchange rates for the year. Similarly, any exchange rate differences with the previous year arising from translating financial statement items are treated in a way not affecting net income and are shown as changes in shareholders’ equity and/or minority interests, as are the discrepancies resulting from the



Receivables from goods supplied and services include receivables with a term of over one year amounting to €10.2 million The other assets include assets with a term of over one year amounting to T€1,126. SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY



The share capital of the parent company of T€53,300 is divided into 1,000 bearer shares of no nominal value for which certificates (Globalurkunden) have been issued. The statement of shareholders’ equity is presented after the statement of capital flows. At the end of fiscal 2005 Group consolidated retained earnings were T€66,914. The retained earnings of HHLA as at December 31st 2005 were
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T€72,066. Of this, the executive board has proposed distribution in 2006 of T€8,500. Following a decision by the annual general meeting on July 27th 2005 that the two partners should add a total of T€30,000 in proportion to their holdings, HHLA’s capital reserves were increased. In addition, the capital reserves shown in the Group financial statement have risen by T€ 5,552 owing to the acceptance of a minority shareholder in HHLA Frucht. The other income arising from foreign currency translation results from exchange rate differences in translation for subsidiaries not using the euro. These differences led to an increase in consolidated equity in 2005. The other earnings of T€163 shown as part of the Group balance sheet profit result from the fact that, in certain companies, the HHLA share of profits distributed in respect of the previous year on the basis of the decision on how profits should be applied, was not identical with the figure given in the Group income statement for 2004.



tement. A total of T€14,896 (previous year: T€18,533) in liabilities to banks is collateralized by land charges and by assignments of container cranes and other cargo handling equipment as security. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES



Contingent liabilities of €3.5 million (previous year: €0 million) consist of guarantees. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS UNDER SECTION 285 NR. 18A HGB



As part of the Group clearing system, the company has entered into interest rate swaps to secure variable interest rate loans in the amount of €80.4 million at the balance sheet date. As at December 31st 2005 the market value was negative at €1.8 million. For valuation purposes, interest rate swaps are combined with variable rate interest loans to form valuation units. As a result, a provision of T€499 for interest rate swaps with a negative market value was required.



SPECIAL ITEM FOR INVESTMENT SUBSIDIES



The investment subsidies granted to one subsidiary for the purpose of improving the regional economic structure and promoting combined transport are written off against earnings over the average useful life of the assets for which the grants are used. PROVISIONS



The major items among other provisions are those for severance payments under redundancy schemes, payments towards partial retirement, contributions to employers’ liability insurance associations, long-service payments and other personnel expenses, demolition commitments, customer refunds and outstanding invoices.



2005 TEUR



2004 TEUR



Container



473,236



388,064



Intermodal



229,042



209,020



Real Estate



28,780



26,877



Logistics



96,601



87,407



REVENUES BY DIVISION



Holding



5,341



4,253



833,000



715,621



In Germany



706,867



619,801



In Europe (outside Germany)



121,236



92,570



BY REGION



Outside Europe



LIABILITIES



The statement of liabilities is presented after the income sta-



4,897



3,250



833,000



715,621
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8. MEMBERS OF THE BOARDS OTHER FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS



TEUR



Due in 2006



119,762



Due between 2007 and 2010



108,067



Due in 2011 or later



576,710



Lists of the members of the Supervisory Board and the Executive Board will be found on pages 6-7 of this Annual Report. 9. TOTAL REMUNERATION OF THE SUPERVISORY AND EXECUTIVE BOARDS



INCOME AND EXPENSES NOT RELATED TO THE ACCOUNTING PERIOD



Income and expenses boosted the Group’s annual result by around €5.2 million (previous year: €17.9 million). This sum resulted primarily from the balance of income and losses from the sale of fixed assets and the release of provisions. EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES



Members of the Supervisory Board were paid attendance fees totalling €4,640. Total remuneration of the executive board amounted to T€2,123. Former members of the Executive Board and their surviving dependents were paid T€554. Pension reserves include the sum of T€5,211 for this group of people.



Extraordinary expenses of T€19 resulted from merger losses in combisped-Group. 7. NUMBER OF STAFF (AVERAGE DURING YEAR)



NUMBER OF STAFF



2005



2004



A) FULLY CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES



Hourly-paid staff



1,632



1,506



Salaried staff



1,883



1,417



75



68



3,590



2,991



Vocational trainees



B) PARTIALLY CONSOLIDATED



Executive Board,



COMPANIES



Hourly-paid staff Salaried staff



Hamburg, May 5th 2006 Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft



65



75



132



124



197



199



Klaus-Dieter Peters Rolf Fritsch



Dr. Stefan Behn



Gerd Drossel



Dr. Roland Lappin
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SHAREHOLDING OF HHLA BY DIVISION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2005



percentage of capital held (in %)



NAME AND REGISTERED OFFICE OF COMPANY



directly



indirectly



own capital TEUR



CONTAINER DIVISION



HHLA Container Terminals GmbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



91,410



HCCR Hamburger Container- und ChassisReparatur-Gesellschaft mbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



1,909



LZU Leercontainer Zentrum Unikai GmbH, Hamburg



1)



65.0



1,136



1)



100.0



7,669



1)



100.0



173



HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort GmbH (formerly: TCT Tollerort Container-Terminal GmbH), Hamburg CTT Besitzgesellschaft mbH (formerly: TCT Besitzgesellschaft mbH), Hamburg DHU Gesellschaft Datenverarbeitung Hamburger Umschlagsbetriebe mbH, Hamburg



3)



17.3



985



UNIKAI Hafenbetrieb GmbH, Hamburg



1)



23.1



100.0



3,500



HHLA Container-Terminal Altenwerder GmbH, Hamburg



1)



74.9



28,433



SCA Service Center Altenwerder GmbH, Hamburg



1)



74.9



600



Kombi-Transeuropa Terminal Hamburg GmbH, Hamburg



2)



37.5



52



HHLA CTA Besitzgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg



1)



74.9



5,236



CuxPort GmbH, Cuxhaven



2)



4)



HHLA Container Terminal Burchardkai GmbH, Hamburg



1)



4)



25.1 100.0



-



Service Center Burchardkai GmbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



26



HPC Ukraina Ltd., Odessa/Ukraine



1)



100.0



1,996



Cuxcargo Hafenbetrieb GmbH & Co. KG, Cuxhaven



3)



50.0



- 40



Cuxcargo Hafenbetrieb Verwaltungs-GmbH, Cuxhaven



3)



50.0



29



1)



100.0



29,039



INTERMODAL DIVISION



HHLA Intermodal GmbH, Hamburg CTD Container-Transport-Dienst GmbH (formerly: ctd Container- und Transport-Dienst GmbH), Hamburg



1)



100.0



256



combisped Hanseatische Spedition GmbH (formerly: combispeed Fachspedition für Containerverkehre GmbH), Lübeck



1)



100.0



12,600



CTL Container Terminal Lübeck GmbH, Lübeck



1)



100.0



4,750



METRANS a.s., Prag/Tschechien



1)



4)



50.1



-



METRANS (Danubia) a.s., Danube/Slowakei



1)



4)



50.1



-



METRANS (Deutschland) GmbH, Hamburg



3)



50.1



56



METRANS (Danubia) Kft., Gyor/Ungarn



3)



4)



50.1



-



METRANS (Moravia) a.s., Zlin/Tschechien



3)



4)



50.1



-



50.0



3,900



50.0



107



TFG Transfracht Internationale Gesellschaft für kombinierten Güterverkehr mbH & Co. KG (vormals: Transfracht Internationale Gesellschaft für kombinierten Güterverkehr mbH), Frankfurt am Main



2)



TFG Verwaltungs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main (formerly: HHLA International GmbH, Hamburg)



3)



HHLA Intermodal Verwaltung GmbH, Hamburg



3)



POLZUG Intermodal GmbH (vormals: POLZUG GmbH), Hamburg



2)



33.3



2,939



2)



33.3



3,414



100.0



21



POLZUG Intermodal Polska sp. zo.o. (formerly: POLZUG Polska sp. zo.o.), Warschau/Polen
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SHAREHOLDING OF HHLA BY DIVISION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2005



percentage of capital held (in %)



NAME AND REGISTERED OFFICE OF COMPANY



directly



indirectly



own capital TEUR



LOGISTICS DIVISION



HHLA Frucht- und Kühl-Zentrum GmbH, Hamburg



1)



51.0



Ulrich Stein GmbH, Hamburg



1)



51.0



13,020 524



UNIKAI Lagerei- und Speditionsgesellschft mbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



1,703



ARS-UNIKAI GmbH, Hamburg



2)



HPC Hamburg Port Consulting GmbH, Hamburg



1)



50.0



HPTI Hamburg Port Training Institute GmbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



Uniconsult Universal Transport Consulting GmbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



HHLA Rhenus Logistics GmbH, Hamburg



1)



100.0



185 1,023 102 26



51.0



1,340



49.0



1,682



49.0



-



1)



100.0



2,505



1)



100.0



2,556



1)



100.0



26



1)



100.0



8,184



1)



100.0



6,580



1)



100.0



1,327



1)



100.0



45



49.1



49



HHLA Rhenus Logistics Altenwerder GmbH & Co. KG (formerly: HHLA Rhenus Logistics Altenwerder GmbH), Hamburg



2)



Hansaport Hafenbetriebsgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg



2)



5)



REAL ESTATE DIVISION



Fischmarkt Hamburg-Altona GmbH, Hamburg GHL Erste Gesellschaft für Hafen- und Lagereiimmobilien-Verwaltung mbH, Hamburg GHL Zweite Gesellschaft für Hafen- und Lagereiimmobilien-Verwaltung mbH, Hamburg GHL Gesellschaft für Hafen- und Lagereiimmobilien-Verwaltung Block D mbH, Hamburg GHL Gesellschaft für Hafen- und Lagereiimmobilien-Verwaltung Bei St. Annen mbH, Hamburg GHL Gesellschaft für Hafen- und Lagereiimmobilien-Verwaltung Block T mbH, Hamburg HOLDINGS



HHLA-Personal-Service-GmbH, Hamburg HHLA Rhenus Logistics Altenwerder Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH (formerly: HHIG Hansa-Hungaria Investitionsgesellschaft mbH), Hamburg



3)



„CAP SAN DIEGO“ Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg



3)



4)



33.3



-



HHLA do Brasil Ltda., Santos/Brasilien



3)



4)



100.0



-



Egon Wenk Umschlag- und Logisticgesellschaft mbH, Hamburg



3)



100.0



30



1) Fully consolidated companies 2) Partially consolidated companies 3) On account of their generally minor significance, these companies have not been consolidated or included as associate companies based on the equity method, but shown as holdings 4) Here the exemption under Section 313 para 3 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) was utilized. 5) Here the exemption under Section 313 para 2 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) was utilized. A complete list of shareholdings is deposited in the Commercial Register at Hamburg County Court (Amtsgericht) under reference HRB 1902.
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Costs of acquisition and production STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN START-UP EXPENSES AND NON-CURRENT ASSETS 2005



01.01.2005



Change in scope of con.



Additions



Disposals



Rebookings



Currency differences



31.12.2005



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



37,368,036.05



0.00



1,374,134.18



0.00



0.00



0.00



38,742,170.23



A. EXPENDITURE ON START-UP BUSINESS ACTIVITIES B. NON-CURRENT I. INTANGIBLE ASSETS



1. Licences, industrial property rights and similar rights and assets as well as licences in such rights and values 2. Goodwill of which from single-entities



35,992,804.36



444,863.18



1,537,038.69



402,792.96



50,406.95



9,241.97



37,631,562.19



43,278,184.73



- 2,500.00



0.00



21.46



0.00



0.00



43,275,663.27



1,895,701.05



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



1,895,701.05



41,382,483.68



- 2,500.00



0.00



21.46



0.00



0.00



41,379,962.22



111,580.76



0.00



192,582.43



0.00



- 18,898.43



3,040.38



288,305.14



79,382,569.85



442,363.18



1,729,621.12



402,814.42



31,508.52



12,282.35



81,195,530.60



506,958,535.32



710,756.80



15,275,733.75



14,172,042.23



24,108,269.75



701,162.29



533,582,415.68



408,650,309.28



2,060,293.07



33,609,884.62



7,512,092.07



29,054,668.10



316,553.47



466,179,616.47



174,736,414.63



1,482,155.57



19,108,157.01



9,086,968.45



1,971,243.87



78,224.68



188,289,227.31



and from capital consolidation 3. Advance payments



II. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT



1. Land, similar rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 2. Technical plant and machinery 3. Other plant, operational and other equipment 4. Advance payments made and plant under construction



63,923,198.47



7,262.75



46,641,762.61



1,188,596.48



- 55,165,690.24



19,342.71



54,237,279.82



1,154,268,457.70



4,260,468.19



114,635,537.99



31,959,699.23



- 31.508.52



1,115,283.15



1,242,288,539.28



affiliated companies



1,094,849.64



- 401,529.39



1,028,346.29



76,050.00



- 75,100.40



41,370.74



1,611,886.88



2. Participating interests



15,146,693.58



0.00



0.00



12,882,441.86



75,100.40



0.00



2,339,352.12



III. FINANCIAL ASSETS



1. Investments in



3. Loans to companies in which HHLA holds an interest 4. Securities



55,000.00



0.00



23,333.33



0.00



0.00



0.00



78,333.33



46,191.70



0.00



41,228.03



0.00



0.00



0.00



87,419.73



16,342,734.92



- 401,529.39



1,092,907.65



12,958,491.86



0.00



41,370.74



4,116,992.06



1,249,993,762.47



4,301,301.98



117,458,066.76



45,321,005.51



0.00



1,168,936.24



1,327,601,061.94



CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



Accumulated depreciations



97



Book values



01.01.2005



Change in scope of con.



Disposals



Rebookings



Currency differences



Additions



EUR



EUR



EUR



31.12.2005



31.12.2005



31.12.2004



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



22.883.592,48



0.00



10,572,385.17



0.00



0.00



0.00



33,455,977.65



5,286,192.58



14,484,443.57



22,737,954.53 29,125,405.31



322,502.49



5,058,993.31



391,087.54



1,706.32



35,765.63



27,765,834.74



9,865,727.45



13,254,849.83



- 333.34



1,851,988.65



0.00



0.00



0.00



30,977,060.62



12,298,602.65



14,152,779.42



884,851.05



0.00



126,356.25



0.00



0.00



0.00



1,011,207.30



884,493.75



1,010,850.00



28,240,554.26



- 333.34



1,725,632.40



0.00



0.00



0.00



29,965,853.32



11,414.108.90



13,141,929.42



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



288,305.14



111,580.76



51,863,359.84



322,169.15



6,910,981.96



391,087.54



1,706.32



35,765.63



58,742,895.36



22,452,635.24



27,519,210.01



259,867,921.70



78,849.58



15,944,247.04



12,858,483.39



877,537.58



94,940.35



264,005,012.86



269,577,402.82



247,090,613.62



212,355,833.33



1,091,482.88



24,240,783.66



7,260,621.10



- 911,267.65



204,718.15



229,720,929.27



236,458,687.20



196,294,475.95



109,211,144.53



1,402,406.80



18,027,901.60



7,902,504.00



32,023.75



70,328.73



120,841,301.41



67,447,925.90



65,525,270.10



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



54,237,279.82



63,923,198.47



581,434,899.56



2,572,739.26



58,212,932.30



28,021,608.49



- 1,706.32



369,987.23



614,567,243.54



627,721,295.74



572,833,558.14



0.00



0.00



511,291.88



0.00



0.00



0.00



511,291.88



1,100,595.00



1,094,849.64



1,243,558.18



0.00



0.00



1,203,848.01



0.00



0.00



39,710.17



2,299,641.95



13,903,135.40



55,000.00



0.00



23,333.33



0.00



0.00



0.00



78,333.33



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



0.00



87,419.73



46,191.70



1,298,558.18



0.00



534,625.21



1,203,848.01



0.00



0.00



629,335.38



3,487,656.68



15,044,176.74



634,596,817.58



2,894,908.41



65,658,539.47



29,616,544.04



0.00



405,752.86



673,939,474.28



653,661,587.66



615,396,944.89
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LIABILITIES 2005 (previous year in brackets) LIABILITIES TO BANKS



ADVANCE PAYMENTS RECEIVED



TRADE PAYABLES



Total EUR



up to 1 year EUR



with a term of 1 to 5 years EUR



more than 5 years EUR



319,739,522.58



33,519,271.35



93,556,520.33



192,663,730.90



(336,796,929.13)



(26,541,206.26)



(103,135,084.98)



(207,120,637.89)



7,289,823.99



7,289,823.99



0.00



0.00



(3,890,349.41)



(3,890,349.41)



(0.00)



(0.00)



33,244,045.24



32,903,250.60



340,794.64



0.00



(33,994,111.70)



(33,645,968.18)



(348,143.52)



(0.00)



LIABILITIES TOWARDS THE FREE AND HANSEATIC CITY OF HAMBURG



LIABILITIES TOWARDS AFFILIATED COMPANIES



LIABILITIES TOWARDS INVESTEES



62,017.39



62,017.39



0.00



0.00



(378,216.49)



(378,216.49)



(0.00)



(0.00)



195,877.61



195,877.61



0.00



0.00



(1,249,239.62)



(1,249,239.62)



(0.00)



(0.00)



520,335.58



520,335.58



0.00



0.00



(292,043.42)



(292,043.42)



(0.00)



(0.00)



OTHER LIABILITIES



Other liabilities, taxes



Other liabilities related to social security



Other liabilities



5,657,860.55



5,657.860.55



0.00



0.00



(5,399,461.99)



(5,145,982.71)



(0.00)



(253,479.28)



3,328,840.31



3,328,840.31



0.00



0.00



(3,065,491.30)



(3,065,491.30)



(0.00)



(0.00)



19,172,707.21



16,958,005.04



823,045.48



1,391,656.69



(14,915,850.32)



(12,801,147.38)



(775,727.16)



(1,338,975.78)



28,159,408.07



25,944,705.90



823,045.48



1,391,656.69



(23,380,803.61)



(21,012,621.39)



(775,727.16)



(1,592,455.06)



389,211,030.46



100,435,282.42



94,720,360.45



194,055,387.59



(399,981,693.38)



(87,009,644.77)



(104,258,955.66)



(208,713,092.95)



CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



AUDITORS’ REPORT We have audited the Group financial statement for the period January 1st to December 31st 2005 consisting of the balance sheet, statement of income, annex, calculations of capital flows and statement of shareholders’ equity of Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft (formerly: Hamburger Hafen- und Lagerhaus-Aktiengesellschaft), Hamburg, and the Group management report for the same period. Under the provisions of German commercial law, responsibility for preparing the Group financial statement and management report rests with the company’s executive board. It is our duty to express an opinion, based on our audit, on the Group financial statement and management report. We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with Section 317 German Commercial Code (HGB) and the German standards for the audit of financial statements issued by the German Institute of Chartered Accountants (Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW)). These standards require us to plan and conduct the audit with due regard for the accounting principles generally accepted in Germany so that we can be reasonably assured that any inaccuracies and violations with a material impact on the presentation of the Group’s assets, financial position and results on operations are identified. In determining audit procedures, knowledge of the Group’s business activities and economic and legal environment, as well as expectations on possible errors, have been taken into account. Within the context of the audit, the effectiveness of the accounting-related internal controlling system as well as proofs concerning the details



in the Group financial statement and management report have been primarily on the basis of spot checks. The audit covers assessment of the companies included in consolidation, definition of the scope of consolidation, the accounting and consolidation principles employed and estimates by the executive board, as well as an assessment of the presentation of the Group financial statement and management report. We are of the opinion that our audit constitutes a sufficiently secure basis for our opinion. Our audit has not led to any reservations. In our opinion that is based on what we have learned during the audit, the Group financial statement complies with legal requirements and while conforming to the accounting principles generally accepted in Germany, conveys a picture of the Group’s assets, financial position and results on operations. The Group management report conforms to the Group financial statement, accurately reflecting the group’s position generally and truly stating the opportunities and risks for its future development.



Hamburg, May 8th 2006 KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft Ditting C. A.



Retzlaff C. A.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (PARENT COMPANY) The annual financial statement and report of Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg, for fiscal 2005 has been prepared according to the provisions of German commercial law and has been endorsed with an unrestricted auditor’s certificate by the auditors KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft. For fiscal 2005, Hamburger Hafen und Logistik Aktiengesellschaft has accepted the option of simplified disclosure for groups with many sub-



sidiaries under § 264 para. 3 of the German Commercial Law (HGB). Endorsement by the Annual General Meeting will be published in the German Federal Gazette and entered in the Commercial Register at Hamburg County Court under reference HRB 1902. The statement of income for the period from January 1st to December 31st 2005 and the balance sheet as at December 31st 2005 will be found below.



ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (PARENT COMPANY)



STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1ST TO DECEMBER 31ST 2005



2005 EUR



2005 EUR



2004 EUR



2004 EUR



121,526,436.16



122,501,637.66



2. INCREASE IN WORK IN PROGRESS



476,138.55



557,202.45



3. OTHER OWN WORK CAPITALIZED



375,365.75



111,986.29



21,708,589.92



5,694,544.01



1. REVENUES



4. OTHER OPERATING INCOME 5. COST OF MATERIALS



a) Cost of raw materials, supplies and goods purchased b) Cost of services purchased 6. PERSONNEL EXPENSES a) Salaries and wages b) Social security, pension and other benefits of which for pensions EUR 29,109,293.57 (previous year EUR 32,162,971.32)



3,450,138.15 631,428.24



4,081,566.39



86,126,852.09 46,096,624.16



3,121,627.57 608,507.98



3,730,135.55



85,583,258.19 48,672,334.95 132,223,476.25



134,255,593.14



7. DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION ON INTANGIBLE ASSETS AND ON PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT



15,894,522.59



5,750,454.79



8. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES



25,684,877.20



21,124,287.52



9. INCOME FROM PROFIT TRANSFER AGREEMENTS



80,804,740.98



68,747,747.84



2,316,731.94



10,084,530.53



4,144,922.20



3,445,690.95



23,333.33



1,218,848.01



13. EXPENSES FROM LOSS TRANSFER



276,884.38



13,461,787.38



14. INTEREST AND SIMILAR EXPENSES



2,594,785.52



2,502,504.48



15. RESULT FROM NORMAL OPERATIONS



50,573,479.84



29,099,728.86



16. TAXES ON INCOME AND EARNINGS



15,745,546.26



531,907.61



302,698.70



368,912.73



18. AG SURPLUS ON YEAR



34,525,234.88



28,198,908.52



19. BALANCE SHEET PROFIT ON PREVIOUS YEAR



37,541,116.40



17,342,207.88



20. WITHDRAWALS FROM PROFITS RESERVE



0.00



2,338.61



21. ADDITION TO LEGAL RESERVE



0.00



2,338.61



72,066,351.28



45,541,116.40



10. INCOME FROM SHAREHOLDINGS



of which from affiliated companies EUR 1,100,688.64 (previous year EUR 4,942,911.35) 11. OTHER INTEREST AND SIMILAR INCOME



of which from affiliated companies EUR 3,835,827.07 (previous year EUR 3,239,238.39) 12. DEPRECIATIONS ON FINANCIAL ASSETS



of which to affiliated companies EUR 1,528,697.98 (previous year EUR 1,608,254.07)



17. OTHER TAXES



22. BALANCE SHEET PROFIT
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2005 ASSETS



31.12.2005



31.12.2005



31.12.2004



31.12.2004



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



A. ASSETS I. INTANGIBLE ASSETS



Software and other rights



966,915.73



751,328.93



II. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT



1. Land, similar rights and buildings buildings on third-party land 2. Technical plant and equipment 3. Other plant, operational and office equipment 4. Advance payments made and construction in progress



33,965,568.13 494,961.13 1,964,649.76 6,615,975.09



40,965,785.40 630,037.77



43,041,154.11



2,117,479.44 8,119,031.63



51,832,334.24



III. FINANCIAL ASSETS



1. Investments in affiliated companies 2. Participating interests



205,756,124.71 5,812,163.71



211,568,288.42 255,576,358.26



205,882,254.30 16,975,257.16



222,857,511.46 275,441,174.63



B. CURRENT ASSETS I. INVENTORIES



1. Raw materials and supplies 2. Work in progress



71,492.49 1,033,341.00



1,104,833.49



121,767.23 557,202.45



678,969.68



II. RECEIVABLES AND OTHER ASSETS



1. Trade receivables 2. Receivables due from the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg 3. Receivables due from HGV Hamburger Gesellschaft für Vermögens- and Beteiligungsverwaltung mbH 4. Receivables due from affiliated companies 5. Receivables due from companies in which participating interests are held 6. Other assets of which with a remaining term of more than one year: EUR 795,543.96 (previous year EUR 32,520.88)



630,963.61



521,945.45



83,142.82



74,598.22



89,086,173.76 104,305,163.95



25,664,158.40 98,003,766.26



86,301.81 8,823,900.70



340,194.12 17,613,685.22 203,015,646.65



142,218,347.67



2,600,758.14 206,721,238.28



4,365,486.72 147,262,804.07



125,380.79



264,305.96



462,422,977.33



422,968,284.66



III. CASH IN HAND, BANK BALANCES AND CHEQUES



C. PREPAID EXPENSES AND DEFERRED CHARGES



ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (PARENT COMPANY)



BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2005 LIABILITIES



31.12.2005



31.12.2005



31.12.2004



31.12.2004



EUR



EUR



EUR



EUR



A. SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY I. SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL



53,300,000.00



53,300,000.00



II. CAPITAL RESERVE



30,178,362.89



178,362.89



III. RETAINED EARNINGS



1. Statutory reserve 2. Other retentions IV. BALANCE SHEET PROFIT



B. SPECIAL RESERVES WITH EQUITY PORTION



5,330,000.00 16,303,634.31



21,633,634.31



5,330,000.00 16,303,634.31



21,633,634.31



72,066,351.28 177,178,348.48



45,541,116.40 120,653,113.60



4,500,000.00



11,030,000.00



226,656,992.00 3,514,443.00 19,956,811.82 250,128,246.82



216,817,400.00 608,277.75 22,525,719.13 239,951,396.88



90,957.59 3,848,325.48



62,882.29 2,040,620.93



13,186.71



89,471.23



17,049,702.87



39,084,805.96



908,133.91 7,305,801.03



1,080,045.86 7,429,474.31



29,216,107.59



49,787,300.58



1,400,274.44



1,546,473.60



462,422,977.33



422,968,284.66



C. PROVISIONS



1. Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 2. Tax provisions 3. Other provisions



D. LIABILITIES



1. Liabilities to banks 2. Trade payables 3. Liabilities due to the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg 4. Liabilities due to affiliated companies 5. Liabilities to companies in which a participating interest is held 6. Other liabilities of which on taxes EUR 2,803,918.89 (previous year EUR 2,812,740.88) of which on social security EUR 1,213,745.65 (previous year 1,256,455.23)



E. DEFERRED INCOME
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JANUARY HHLA subsidiary now operating Container Terminal Odessa – On January 1st HPC Ukraina, a wholly-owned subsidiary of HHLA’s HPC consultancy firm takes over operation of Sea Container Terminal in Odessa that accounts for around 45% of container handling in the Ukraine.



CHRONICLE 2005



MAY Trucker Card from HHLA and Eurogate – A joint HHLA/Eurogate project speeds up truck clearance at terminals in Hamburg and Bremen. The Trucker Card serves as a substitute identity card, simplifying identification.



FEBRUARY



MAY



Investment programme for port – Hamburg’s city government



“transport logistic 2005” in Munich - HHLA presents its port-



makes €746 million available by 2009 to expand and moder-



folio of services and its new, focused business structure at



nize the port for the container boom of the next few years.



“transport logistic 2005” in Munich. This trade fair, regarded



A rise of container volumes to an annual 18 million TEU is



as the world leader, attracts more exhibitors and visitors than



anticipated by 2015.



ever before.



MARCH



MAY



Container gantry crane simulator – Gunnar Uldall, Hamburg’s



Better links to the Baltic region - Shuttle trains are now



minister of economics, inaugurates a container gantry crane



running regularly between the Port of Hamburg and Lübeck,



simulator at the Port of Hamburg Further Training Centre



supplemented by a fleet of special trucks serving HHLA subsi-



(FZH). The device had been acquired by HHLA to accelerate



diary combisped’s Container Terminal Lübeck. This considera-



training for crane drivers and make it more effective.



bly shortens container transport routes in the Baltic region.



APRIL



JUNE



“Retrospective 2004” at HHLA - Prizewinning photographs



Speicherstadt (Warehouse City) to form part of world cultural



and caricatures go on show at HHLA’s headquarters in



heritage – Hamburg state representatives government and the



Speicherstadt. “Retrospective 2004” reflects political life



“Living Elbe” initiative call for the inclusion of Speicherstadt,



in Germany and is shown in many cities countrywide.



along with the nearby business district and the Chilehaus, in UNESCO’s list of world cultural sites.



APRIL



JUNE



The biggest of the big in Altenwerder – Only shortly after



HHLA reveals profits leap in 2004 – At the annual accounts



the naming at HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder of the



press conference HHLA announces a substantial advance



8,450-TEU “P&O Nedlloyd Manet” as the world’s largest



in revenues and earnings in fiscal 2004, with goals in many



containership, Hapag-Lloyd’s 8,750-TEU “Colombo Express”



areas handsomely exceeded.



berths there and supplants the record holder.



CHRONICLE



JUNE



OCTOBER



HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder reaches third annivers-



Award for innovative safety at work - HHLA is given an award



ary – Performance at this advanced high-tech terminal has



by the wholesalers’ and storage employers’ liability insurance



improved continuously since 2002. To cope with the quantities



association. This goes to HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort for



of containers – already totalling 1.8 million TEU in 2005 - com-



its Powerlift that hoists drivers swiftly and safely into the cock-



pletion of stages in construction is brought forward.



pits of their van carriers.



JUNE



OCTOBER



HHLA opens multi-storey car park in Speicherstadt - Providing



HAZ inaugurates new premises – In Hamburg-Hummelsbüttel,



over additional 800 spaces, the first multi-storey car park in



Hamburg Vocational Training Centre (HAZ) combines all its



Hamburg’s historic Speicherstadt (Warehouse City) more than



workshops and classrooms at one site for the first time. HHLA



doubles existing capacity in the district. The architecture is



helps finance HAZ that offers supra-company vocational train-



adapted to the surroundings that have Listed building status.



ing in electrical and mechanical trades.



AUGUST



NOVEMBER



Unikai receives the “Queen Mary 2” – As the “Queen Mary 2”



The New World Alliance using HHLA - HHLA signs an agree-



sails up into Hamburg on August 1st, she is greeted by half



ment with The New World Alliance that will be having its East



a million sightseers. The world’s largest cruise ship is welcomed



Asia services handled at Container Terminal Altenwerder from



by HHLA’s Unikai subsidiary, operators of Cruise Center Hamburg.



spring, 2006. Consortium members are APL (Singapore), MOL (Japan) and HMM (South Korea).



SEPTEMBER



NOVEMBER



First Masters of Logistics at HSL – The first 15 students on the



BDA award for St. Annen – The German Architects’ Association



one-year MBA course in logistics successfully complete their



applauds HHLA for the quality of building development in the



training at Hamburg School of Logistics. HHLA supports HSL



Speicherstadt. A special award is conferred for HHLA’s head-



so as to assist upcoming managers in the logistics sector.



quarters at Bei St. Annen 1, sometimes known as the “Town Hall of Warehouse City”.



OCTOBER



DECEMBER



HHLA becomes HHLA - From October 1st the former “Hambur-



New record mark for container throughput – The 5,000,000th



ger Hafen- und Lagerhaus-AG” trades as “Hamburger Hafen



TEU in 2005 is handled by HHLA at Container Terminal



und Logistik AG”, also appearing in a new corporate design, the



Burchardkai. This is a box for Chilean shipowners CSAV and



traditional company’s shift of focus being underlined for the out-



contains electrical equipment from China being shipped via



side world.



Hamburg to Helsinki.



DECEMBER Environmentally friendly van carriers – New van carriers manufactured by Kalmar roll over Burchardkai. The seventh generation of these vehicles shifts containers, not just in a more environmentally friendly mode, but also more quietly. The switch to diesel-electric propulsion also cuts fuel consumption.
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SPECIALIST TERMINOLOGY 4-HIGH SYSTEM Containers can be stacked up to four high. This



MECHATRONIC FITTER This describes a multidisciplinary profes-



system requires van carriers which, when loaded, are capable of travelling over containers stacked three high. Deployed by HHLA at Container Terminal Tollerort and at Container Terminal Burchardkai.



sion with activities in the areas of: mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering supplemented by control systems and IT. MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT see Intermodal.



AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLE (AGV) Fully automated driverless



transport system, moving containers between the gantry cranes on the waterside and the block storage, as for example at HHLA Container Terminal Altenwerder. BLOCK STORAGE Today at Container Terminal Altenwerder and in the future at Container Terminal Burchardkai, HHLA uses automated block storage for compact stacking of containers, which is served by rail-mounted gantry cranes.



NORTH RANGE North European overseas ports. This is often syno-



nymous with the term Hamburg-Antwerp Range. In the wider sense it is taken to mean all major north European continental ports from Le Havre to Hamburg plus Gothenburg. Se also Hamburg-Antwerp Range. OUTBOUND TONNAGE Total outbound cargo. POWERLIFT Developed by HHLA Container Terminal Tollerort,



FEEDER, FEEDER SHIP Ships which transport smaller quantities of



containers to ports which are not directly called at by ocean-going container ships, e.g. the Baltic region and Scandinavia are served by feeders from Hamburg. GANTRY CRANE Cranes used for loading and discharging con-



tainer ships. GANTRY CRANE GUIDE Skilled port worker, supporting the container gantry-crane driver in his work. HAMBURG-ANTWERP RANGE This describes the four large north European ports of Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Rotterdam and Antwerp, which stand in direct competition to one another.



assisting the van-carrier driver to reach his driver’s cockpit at a height of up to 15 metres faster and safer. REACHSTACKER Industrial truck for stacking and handling containers and truck swap-bodies. With an angled telescopic arm, the cargo units are lifted from above, where necessary over other containers. RFID Radio Frequency Identification Data Procedure. For this pur-



pose RFID chips are attached to objects, which can be quickly identified using the stored data. STANDARD CONTAINER See TEU. STRADDLE CARRIER Handling equipment usually with eight wheels



INBOUND TONNAGE Total inbound cargo. INTERMODAL (SYSTEMS) Transportation using several modes of



used for transporting containers in terminals. The drivers moves his van carrier over the container, lifts and stores in one of several layers. Also see 4-High System.



transport (by rail, water, road) combining the respective advantages of the different modes of transport.



TEU Twenty-foot equivalent unit standard container, which is glo-



ISPS CODE International Ship and Port Facility Security should



minimize danger through terrorist attacks. LOCAL VOLUME The freight volume produced, processed or consumed in the immediate vicinity. For the Port of Hamburg this is the Hamburg metropolitan region with more than four million inhabitants.



bally used as a measuring unit for standardized counting of container quantities. This twenty-foot container is twenty feet (6.1m) long and eight feet (2.44 m) wide and high. TRIMODAL Logistics facility combining transportation by rail, road



and waterway. UNLOADERS Equipment for discharge of coal and ore freighters.



TERMINOLOGY



FINANCIAL TERMINOLOGY CASHFLOW ACCORDING TO DVFA/SG published annual result adjusted for depreciation / amortization, write-ups, increase in long-term provisions and income from disposal of assets. Adjusted earnings are also known as “earnings according to DVFA/SG”. CONSOLIDATED SEGMENT SALES REVENUES Sales revenues of the divisions,



less sales revenues and expenses within the segment at fair market value. COMMERCIAL DEBT net debt + pension provisions. DVFA/SG Deutsche Vereinigung für Finanzanalyse und Anlagenberatung e.V.



(DVFA) and Schmalenbach-Gesellschaft, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Betriebswirtschaft (SG). EBIT earnings before minority interests, interest and tax and extraordinary items. EBIT, ADJUSTED, EBIT + implied interest share (5% p.a.) that is included in the expenditure on company pension obligations. EBITDA earnings before minority interests, interest and tax, extraordinary items and depreciation / amortization. EBT earnings before minority interests and tax. EQUITY RATIO equity / total assets. GEARING RATIO commercial debt / equity. NET DEBT credit liabilities – liquid funds. OPERATING ASSETS Ø start-up and expansion expenses + Ø (non-current



assets – financial assets) + Ø inventories + Ø trade receivables – Ø trade payables. ROCE (return on capital employed) adjusted EBIT / Ø operating assets. SALES REVENUES revenue generated from selling, letting or leasing and from



services provided by the corporation, less sales deductions and turnover tax (German Commercial Code section 277 para.1 HGB). TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES total sales revenues + / - changes in inventory



+ own work capitalized.
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